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GERMAW415ADER CALLS FOR PEACE PACT
VFW Post Will Sponsor "You Drug Called u. S. WARSHIPS TAKE ON SUPPLIES OFF FORMOSAi 1 Chancellor Konrad Adenauer
Can't Beat Fun" Next Month Says Great Strength Necessary
The top talent 141 the eopunuelty
will have an opportunity to take
part In a big comedy show rolled,
You Can't Beat Fun.' widen is
to be sponsored by tbe Calloway
County Post No 51131 arid will be
staged at Murray High School
auditorium, on the nights of No-
%ember 10 and 11.
The scene for the show is The
Hidie Ho Club weere a ensup of
Broliehvay Butterflies and Butter
and Egg Men are backuot the
opening night of this show place.
The slogan for this club is "the
place where everybody pas send
anything can happen " As the
ccmedy, which has been set to
music, unfolds there is a butts a
minute.
The gags, jokes and /blinks
start when the curtain Opens end
the fast pace of the auto which
follow are designed to prove to
the audience that the weal* time
is all In good fun. and that the
title Is right. in elatrniitg. -Yeu
••••••••••••M•••••••••••-
Body Of Trick
Or Treat Victim
Is Discover•d
JOHNSTOWN. Po. — The
body of a six-year-old Caoarnaugh
glee who irsappeared vsnee on a
gay "track at meet" tow- w.ur
foga* ass g earnetery hitless early
Way wait the shreds of nei
Rellgeti7 Ibiored lasUovrian. Ns-
-nibs* sabered stossail
The first ghate pupil. believed
to be the viatica of a sex deviate.
was iclentibect as Karat, &Sauk,
Slaughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
H. Moult. Cambria Courtg Corte
her Joseph Ugiveker ordered in
PROW
:413 e gin's father, an eiciloVee of
ainnen iriem *eel Corp. Johns-
r
ra. vo)d 'police Karen left borne
let 510 p.m Thursday to make
the traditional Halloween round of
the neighborhood ringln doorbells
arid . asking for gift?
When she failed to re.' n home
by 11.30 p.m. her paren".• notified
police A search diaelosei bits
War costune lying in a private ga-
rage in an alley near rue home
Slate and local polirce and volun-
teer firemen Joined the hunt, and
two volunteer f1remen flund the
child's body in a remote section of
l. Pitalcses Cemetery. Dewy CPt-
oner Itachard P said the
body eras badly mutilated
A cousin of the vicem. Pdgl
Lindenberg, said he had met Kar-
en shortly after she ien home
and had accompanier ne- on the
Halloween excursion for a abort
time, but left to go home about
7 pin,
The victim had 'two sisters and
four brothers, one of whim, Wil-
liam, IV, had iust joined the elavy.
Couemause was the scene Of a
similar slaying 23 years ago The
body of Betty Mowry, 7. was
found march 17. 1631 Medan be-
neath the flooring in the home ef
Harry Starchock He was convice.-
ed of murder and executed Nov.
3. lle.31.
WEATHER
REPORT
DOWN
'1.fr
By Itner1411
Southwest Kentucky Cons:-
derable cloudiness, windy and
colder today Highest low Ws.
Partly cloudy and colder with
frost and freezing temperatures
tonight Low 32 Tomorinw some
cloudiness, continued cold Highert
Upper 40s
High Yesterday 00
Low Last Nigte 42
Savannah  356.1 Fluct
Perryville 3.en I Rise 0 2
Johnsonvi Ile   3b5 7 Yell U 1
9cott-Fitzhugh U4 'J Fall '1 1
Eggner's Ferry ANA Fall U I
Kentucky H. W. ___ Des Fall 02
Kentucky T W. .... SittO
tt'•
Can't Beat Fun .
Twenty four teenagers will ap-
pear in satin and taffeta costumes
to do clever routines and sing
catchy songs. A high light of the
production is a fashion Dhow 'rung
young matrons and tiny tots as
Prate models This entire scene is
given a musical background and
is a number that will deli Alt not
only the ladies, but also the men
who attend the show.
Prominent business and profes-
sional men cast in the rules of
Piarnond Lie Minnie the Moocner,
Frivolous Sal. Big Bertha and
Klondike Kate will wear satin
and taffeta dresses and women's
wigs as they attend the gala open-
ing of the Hidie Ho Club. Other
eell known men in the community
seal act as their escorts as they
pe rtray such characters as Oil
Well Willie. Wall Street Sam,
Senator I. Kissem, Good Time
Charlie and Big Bull Moose Mel-
luy.
A thaw stopper is the Siant
Movie version of Frankie iid
Johnnie using ell men to play he
parts in this meller-drama called
"He Was Her Man But He Dane
Her Wrong."
Other features of the show In-
clude a syncopated wedding Per-
formed on the stage. Pane-unlit°
and ventriloquist skits, a dressing
race, and five specialites are given
spotlight position. There is a quiz
proyeam called "Playing Sarity
Ciakhr. which even allow, the
at:dience to get into the act
A pealampamal- illreeear wI
stsge and radio experience. whe
hee had special training for tnie
production You Can't Beat Fun"
is ill arrive two week, prior to
the entertainment She will have
charge of promotion and producs
Pon including holding rehearsals
to teach the show to the local cast
There is no age limit for those
v ho wish to take part in the
Show. for aU types of talent can
be used In this big musical var-
iety Thole who have talent or
ally type of specialty act they
weuld like to performshould
el:Intact Commander John Shroat,
phone 184-m , or they should
*etch the paper for announcement
of when arid where, rehearsals
and tryouts will be field after the
director arrives
The color, variety and comedy
of "You Can't Beat Fun" have
mede it enthusianically received
it the many towns in the United
States and Canada where it haa
played It promises to be one of
the biggest shows of its kind ever
sponsored here.
Neighbors Help
Robert Crouse Family
The friends and neighbors of
Robert Crouse came to his aid
yesterday as he lay on a .iialtberl.
They arrived at his farm with
f ve cornpickers and a large num-
ber of tractors and wagons. They
gathered two cribs of corn for
Mr. Crouse during the day.
While the men were workina
several ladies came to the home
end helped prepare dinner. The
ledies helping were Elsie Tovett,
Ruth Lassiter, Onie Chambers
and Roberta Suiter.
Men helping to gather the corn
were Homer Fred Williams, Gene
McDougal. Goeble Roberta, Jabie
Lassiter, Pierce McDougal. Robert
Mayfield. Clell Burkeen. Calvin
Wrather, Cleo• Chambers, L. B.
Crouse. Lace Tarry, Ellis Wrinther.
Orval Whitlow, Trellis McCuiston,
Jack Mayfield, Buell Tutt.
Boyce Norman, James Belcher,
011ie Miller, Will Williams, Hoy
Johnston, Fred Lovett., Tolbert
Carr, Gent Lovett. Thomas Ice.
Porter Hutchens. Oliver Lee. Mar-
vin Colson, Max Parish, and Ovid
Surfer,
Mr Crouse expreseed ho great
rppreciation for the aid given him
by his friends and neighbors.
Barn Of Lexie
Watson Burns
The tobacco barn of Lexie Wat-
son burned to the ground last
Friday morning Mr Watson had
about 2,004) sticks of tobacco in the
barn and his son Bobby bad abeut
700 sticks in it
No indication was given as to
bow the barn caught fire.
411*
Great Aid In
Psychiatry
CHICAGO IP — Three Califor-
nia doctors said today :that an age
old Oriental drug has &hewn such
"amazing" and "dramatic' pow-
ers for treating mental ailments
that it may be -the mos' impor-
tant therapeutic developsnent in
the history of psychiatry.'
The drug, known as reverpme or
serpasil, is refined from the In-
dian plant rauwollia serpentine,
which has been used for centuries
in treating persons suffeoing from
mental diseases, insomnia, snake-
bite, anxiety, and other cendstions.
A report on results achieved
with the drug was published today
in the Journal of the Americ-an
Medical Association by 1.1^ Robert
H Noce, Dr Dated B Williams
and Or Walter Rapaport Noce is
director of clinical services at the
Modesto, Calif.. State Hospital
where Williams is superintendent
and medical director. HePePollt is
director of mental tryffiene for the
State of California
Farther Ezperiment Needed
They empharized that further
experimentation with reserpine is
needed but said -because of aur
results in the first seven months
of treatment with reserpine are so
dramatic, we are preeer ling our
prilkninary findings to stimulate
others to study reserpint in ill
ereell 01 mootaley ill and sientiLly
retarded persons.
"El the results of long-term
studies substantially cone, m tesse
preliminary findings. reserpme
Will be the most important there-
peuttc development in the history
of psychiatry," they said.
The aoctors said the drag. given
orally or intravenously, rot only
quieted "raging, combaLve, unso-
ciable persons' but apparently
caused an "amazing, rapid. satis-
factory- reorganization ot their
personalities
The doctors_ said the) became
interested in reserpine after read-
ing the report of an Inaian psy-
chiatrist. Or R. A Haisim, who
said 51 percent • of 148 irsane pa-
tients recovered under rauwolfra
treatment and 80 percent by com-
bining rauwolfia treatment with
eleceric shock therapy.
11111 Per Cent Improse
The California . physicians said
that of 74 mentally ill patients
they treated. 80 percent showed
improventent. Eight were discharg-
ed and ati are no longer isychotic.
The articles authors emphasized
that all these cases were among
the woret in the hospital, previ-
ously giving no hope ot ever im-
proving.
They said reserpme also ap-
peared to help 15 mentally retard-
ed persons treated with it
And, they said. "As reserpine is
used for longer periods of terve
we expect remissions to occur in
a higher percentage of eatients"
Results were so dramatic, they
said, that ward astenoara, adopted
"hopeful optimistic attitudes" and
became overjoyed at the prospirst
of being converted front custoce-
ans to rehabilitation therapists.'
-They aee constantly eequesting
reserpine for all types of o.sturbed
patients and woula -be alarmed e
such therapy were discontinued...-
the report said
"Patients have undergons a met-
amorphosis from raging, comb 't-
ye, unsociable persons to co-
operative, friendly, cheerful, so-
ciable. relatively quiet persons end
are amendable to psycrotherany
and rehabiletative measures, 't
said.
The doctors warned that riser-
pine is "no panacea" fo.• men'al
ailments but that resu ts have
been -so promising that we urge
other investigators to ev-iluate the
drug in all types om menial
diseases"
NOTICE
The Fire Christian Church
Sunday School Department will
sponsor a rummage sale in the
basement of the new building
Saturday morniing at 8:3Ie
. •
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WARSHIPS OF THE U. S. SEVENTH FLEET receive supplies an they patrol the sea off Formosa, Chinese
Nationalist redoubt. Supply ship is the 1.I.5.8 Aludra Ileft a which sends cargo net... full of supplies
to the earner Hornet (right) as the fleet flagghip, the heavy cruiser St. Paul, moves Into position in
background. C. S Navy photo (international Soundphoto)
Second Annual FFA And 4.H
Show And Sale To Be Monday
The second annual 4-H end ell'A
Purchase District beef shcav end
sale will be held at the Murray
Livestock Company on Novemter
I. The sberet wilt- be read at TOO
p.m and the sale at 7.00p.m.
Sponsoring the event wel be tn
Calloway County Farm Bureau,
Murray Chamber of L. ammerce.
Calloway County Agncultural
Council in cooperation with the
Kentucky Department of Agri-
culture, Murray Livestock Compa-
ny and the Vocational Agriculture
Department's Extension Service
Judges to the show will' be
Baits Attract
Members To
Club Meeting
Ties new idea of genies( mo:e
members of the Callowey County
Sportsman's Club to attend the
twice monthly meetings proved
worthy of as calling. In" wrinkle
consisted of a door prire in the
form of fisting baits, a dozen men
receiving one each courtesy of a
bait company. Last mondiy night's
prizes were furnished by the Wail-
sten 'Melte Company. Ctecogo. The
bait was the famous Cisce
After one or tne club members
explained that Kentucky Lake
largemouth bad' take a liking to
the shad color (219c0 kids that
they received, there are probab'y
twelve happy men Inning this
weekerhe winners were L. S. Out-
land, P L Miller. Walter Kern at.i
Charles Brewer. E. A. Lassiter,
Pete Parley. J. M. Linn. Larry
Lee Miller. Bob Hubb•. Hubert
Bariell, J. R. Oury are. Everet
Massey.
Proposals were submitt:d to the
club by the Amendment Commit-
tee to change the election „date of
officers from the first mecang
a new year to the lase meeting
(4th Monday) in November. The
new officers would then be ready-
to serve at the beginnine of the
new yeer. Also proposer' was the
election of both a secretary and
a treasurer, rather than P coTnbt-
nation of the two offices A pro-
posal to send out a Newsletter
before each meeting nieht was
made by the committes These
will be voted on by the club
menbers at the next mimeos
meeting which will be told No-
vember 8, 1954.
A report on the recent Pheasart
Shoot revealed that the t7onserva-
tion club made over it• tO clear
and that the materials for the
next one have been tiseleht and
paid for by the treasure'.
It was stated that anether doz-
en baits would be the door prize
at the November 8th meeting.
Robert A. Caldwell of Jackson
Tennessee, Arlie Scott et Murray
State College and Hay Hopper of
tile University of Kentucky
Shisermaneenp iaWarde Inn ' be
presented to the best snowman.
The auctioneer for the sale will oe
Bud Greenup.
Master of ceremonies will ee
Ray Brownfield, Agra-ulteral Rep-
resentative of the bank of Mur-
ray.
The money and ribbons will
furn:shed by the Kentucky De-
partment of Agriculture.
Following are the persons and
firms who have purchased the cit-
tle with asterisks indicating one.
Two and three years that they
heve purchased sale cattle.
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
Bank of Murray 1951
Jackson Packing Co 1952
Kroger Company 1953
Belk -Settle Co. 1951
Kroger Company 1952
Belk-Settle Co 1953
Murray Wholesale
Grocery
••• Reelfoot Packing Co.
••• Murray Livestock Co.
••• Gus Robertson & Son
••• Ellis Popcorn Co.
••• Jones Packing Co.
••• Swift & Company
••• Peoples Bank
•• ,Calloway Co, soil Imp,
Assn.
•• King dr Moore. Nashville
•• Lynn Grove Feed & Seed
•• Swann's Grocery
•• Boone Cleaners '
•• Ryan Milk Co.
• Porter Motor Co.
• Merit Clothing Co.
• Farmers Cafe
• Corn Austin
• Outland Seed & Popcorn
Co.
• Sun-Set Inn, Golden Pond
• Murray Manufacturing
Co.
• Wilson dr Son Used Cars
• Thurmond Furniture Co.
• Tennessee Packing Co.
• Kentucky Popcorn Co.
• Dale di Stubblefield
• L. F. Thurman de Son
• A. B. Beale & Son
• Parker Popcorn Co.
• Dublin, .Buick Co,
• Murray Auto Parts
• Taylor Motor Co.
• Graham & !Jackson
• Riley's Grocery
• Purdom's Inc.
• WNBS
• Mtirray Yount' 14•1501P, -
Men's Club
• Riley Ferniture and Ap-
pliance
• Stokes Tractor and envie-
ment
• Murray Tobarso. Hoard of
Trade
" Shoemarter Popcorn Co
SHARK STORY
•••
HCX2KLAND. Me. dr -- A 775-
pound basking shark repined fish-
erman Robert Learneer net to
shreds but Learned and the crew-
men of h:s dragger mareesed to
land the 14-fool brute with tbe
ruined net.
Everyone Wants To
See Queen Mother
Elizabeth
By ELIZABETH TOOMEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK it —Everytesey
likes to get a close look at a
queen. Hundreds of curieus Amer-
icans have e-ken a long 100K at
Britain's Queen Mother Etizabeen
the past three days and walked
away satisfied they know what
kind of a person she really is
The crowds like her. As a good-
will ambassador. the 54 year-old
queen mother already has proved
she can win friends as easy as
she_ can smile. Arid she smiles all
the time.
Since she is here on an unoffici-
al visit, she 'nail time for some in-
formal sightseetung and she's seen
by crowds who would never get
rear a state function. Her day to-
day -is free for siebtseeing. Tonignt
she attends a private dinner party.
Tiny, Plump Figure
The crowds pee a tiny woman
with a plump figure, blue eyes and
an ..enviable. ink-and-white com-
plexion. She wears little makeup,
only pale pink lipstick and a dust-
ing of powder. Her eyebrows are
unplucked and her black hair.
carefully set in soft waves, shewe
no sign of gray.
The queen mother looks directly
PI the endless strangers who crowd
around her when she appears on
tne street and smiles. She never
hurries to get away from the
friendly stares, even when the
rowd threatens to mob her SF It
did outside the. Empire State
Building Thursday afternoon.
She calmly pauses, raises one
hand in a royal half-wave to the
people far away and smile at
estaybody. Even aloof male ob-
servers in homburgs have been
spotted metier back sheepishly.
Clothes Get Attention
Her clothes get special attentiter
from the women. The queen
mather never has been regarded as
any style setter. yet American
wernen who have seen her find her
more fashionably dressed teen
they expected.
Her daytime dresses and hats
have a matronly air, but the tlaYist
debutante could admire her youth-
iul shoes. She wears frimlous
pumps with ,'mike heels that would
hobble a less sturdy woman during
a long day of official functions.
Bass Fishing Is
IMproving On Lake
FRANKFORT IP —The State
Fish and Wildlife Department said
eesterday that bass fishing was
improving at Kentucky's major
hikes.
The department said both bass
and crappie fishing have picked up
at Lake Cumberland
Kentucky Lake AIM reported
some good bass catches The
catches come when the wale.' is
quiet, around stumps and off sisal
low banks with surface hires.
At Dale Hollow. the best bras
catches are made on large min•
flews fished off the points Fishing
is generally improved at Herring-
ton Lake,
4
By DONALD J. GONZALES
United Press Staff Co (indent
WASHINGTON ita —West (lei -
man Chancellor Konrad Adenauer
today called for an East-West non-
aggression treaty as the climax titt
a -great and proud" four-point
program for world peace.
The 78syear-old free German
leader cautioned, however, that the
free world would have to move
ahead on the peace project care-
fully and only on the basis of
great strength.
Adenatter outlined the peace
plan at a National Press Club
lurch following two days of tales
with President- Eisenhower, Secre-
tary of State John Foster Dulles
and other US. leaders.
Ile told he was "happy to see"
that leading free world statesmen
backed by public opinion 'are
agreed on this program-, the tour
fx int plan for peace.,
Gives Rundown
Adenauer then gave this run-
down of his plan for dealing with
the Russians and their Red satel-
lites:
1. "The peoples of the West must
test secure their freedom and
their peace by combining for their
cemmon defseese"
2. -They must create sound and
stable economic conditions within
the free world, and guarantee
hernan freedom arid 'octal security
to ~Nana- , _
3. "They should prepare fce- the
future by giving their forms of as-
sociation a purely defensive cleo-
teeter, endowing them with all the
elements requisite for a system of
collective security."
4. "Finally, they should jointly
as e regional group, as provided
for in the United Nation's Charter,
enter into a relationship, to be set-
tled by treaty, with the Soviet bloc,
a relationship which would offer
all those participating security
ageinst aggression "
While this program is underway,
Arttnauer said the free world must
emphasize that "any continuation
of the Soviets attempts to Bolshe-
si..c by n ree ration, me parts of
nations groainst their expressed
will" would reel bring about relax-
at.on of tensions.
Adenauer said the Germane,
Lacked by the United States and
f -cc European nations, -are deter-
mined to embark on this great and
proud program"
Binds Soviet Proposal
He warned repeatedly that the
west must "beware of intuiting"
in dealing with the Russians to
preserve peace and freedom. Ile
said the latest Russian note pro-
posing faur-rsowir talks on Ger-
man reunification was dee.grei
from European affairs.
Earlier, Adenauer and Dulles
signed a nee 90-article trenty of
frientahip, commerce and • evaga-
____,—
Douglass High To
Meet Hopkinsville
Here Tomorrow
The Douglass High Butidogs will
celetbrate thi.er Homecoming activi-
ties Saturday by merlin!, .1 strong
Hopk nsvi 1 le team. The game
pre -ruses to be one of the best
of the season since Mu-ray won
over the Hopigwn squad once this
year by a scoNe of 19 to :3.
The Homecoming parene will
start at 11:00 o'clock and game
time will be at 2:30 Everybody
is invited to attend the- game
Saturday afternoon to see foot-
ball at Its best
FIVE DAY FOREC1ST
By UNITED PRFE•14
Kentucky -- Temperatures Sat-
urday through Wednesday will av-
erage from /I to 10 degri es below
the normal for the pernel of al.
Much cooler over weekend. Sonic
moderation Monday and luesday
Colder Wednesdev. Chaece of a
few snow flurries in the coat por-
tion Friday night and chance re
some "am mostly in east portion
about Monday. with totie precip-
itation one-forth inch or less east
and little or none in west portign.
tion The part replaces an Aftlheri-
can-German treaty of 1923. 'mud is
the first et its type negotiated by
West Germany since World War
When ratified next year it will
regulate the basic economic i-rio-
tioiO the two coirstrtes.
The new treaty provides equal
treatment for citizens of either
country engaged in commerce, fi-
nance or industry in the other
nation.
It renews the former pledge
that neither country will diserina-
nate against trade or shipping et
the other. It stresses the need far
unhampered two-way private in-
vestment.
Adenauer talked with Preeident
Eisenhower and Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles Thursday and
ii number of agreements were an-
nounced.
He and Mr Eisenhower saefll the
Soviet note of Oct. 23 proposing
"free and democratic" elrietiana
fr.i. all Germany offer e no immed-
iate promise of a really free, Ger-
many. It wag to back this up Haat
Adenauer planned to dwell on
Russia's despotic rule . in FAS%
Gsrmany in .his Press Club speech.
Mr. Eisenhower also agreed to
Adenauer's request for ei-rly talks
on unfreezing German riser.' in
Oils country.
Faxon Will
Have Carnival
On Friday
The annual Halloween nuttiest!
St Faxon will be held oe
It will be sponsored by the Moth-
er's Club and - promises to he
better than ever
In addition to games that will
be offered, a variety show undsr
the direction of Mrs. esselle O's-
land will be presented.
Mrs Ellis will be in charge "if
a "country store", a new addition
to the carnival. ,
Parents of the cornmuney are
donating pies. cakes, chickens, etc.
which will be sold at the store.
Climax of the evening will,,. be
the crowning of the Halloween
King and Queen.
Candidates are as follows: -
First grade King, Kern Fentling-
ton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clete-ea
Pennington Queen, Cindy Green-
field, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Greenfield.
Second grade King an Queen.
Phillip and Phyllis Wend. twins
of Mr, and Mrs Rudell Bogard.
Third grade King Guts, Cooley,
Son of Mr and Mrs. Leene Cool-
ey. Queen, Edna Williams.
Fourth grade King Keith Ha"
son of Mr. and Mrs C. B. Hays.
Queen, Shirley !Futrell, daughter
of Mrs. Mabel Futrell
Fifth grade King Randy Patter-
son, son of Mr and Mrs. Handel
Patterson. Queen Gail Roberts,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Clyde
Roberts.
Sixth grade King Junior Wil-
loughby. eon of biltn•
Clyde Willoughby. litieeti Carolyn
Compton daughter of Mr. Clar-
ence Compton
Seventh grade King Balie Fal-
well, son of Mr arid Mrs. Ivan
Falwell Queen Betty Stewart
Daughter of Mr and Mrs. We-
ham Stewart.
Roth grade King•John L. Mor-
gan son of MT: gnd Mrs Young
Morgan. Queen Clare June Hale.
daughter of Mr and Mrs Clyde
Hale
Kirksey Senior 4-H
Club Has Meeting
---- —
The Senior 4-H Club at Kirkeey
High School had their first meet -
ire' on October 25 and elected the
following officers: president. Jo
Ellis. vice-president, Sonja Green-
field; secretary and treasurer,
Linda Lawson; reporter, Threna
Gray.
The meetime ajourned with
everyone looking forward to a
successful year.
to`
. AGE TWO
TIW LEDGER & TIMES '
PUBLisiMED BY UGU & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. toe
7onso11dation of Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and T.
relied-Herald Octotoo 20. ma, and the West Kentuckian Jannis,HMS
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
Nntered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky. for %ranee—seism as
Second Class Matto,
THE KENTUCKY ragas ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITHER CO.. 13115Monroe. Idecephie Tenn.. 250 Pak Ave. New York, 307 N Michigo
ave. Chicago; 00 Bolyston it.. Boston.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. By carrier in Murray, per veL-a 15c, peinuntn titi: in Calloway and adjouung counties, per year. kJ SO else-isnewe.
We reserve the right to reject any Advectisins. haters to th, Editoris Public Voice items which in our opinion are nut for the baglatoreat of our madam
FRIDAY 3CTOBER 29. 15.1
Five Years Ago Today
Ledger and Times File
October 29, 1949
...Dr. W.. E. Blackburn, head of the physical sciencedepartment at Murray State College, was elected presi-
Apt of the Kentucky Academy of Science at the semi-
aUual meeting of the association at Richmond.
e)dore than 1,000 Methodist ministers and laymen
rOgistered yesterday at the Paducah Broadway Metho-dist Church for the Louisville Area Advance Mass Meet-
The average support price of dark fired toliaLk.c, is$30.20. A reduction of about 5 per cent as compared
with last year.
The Murrio State College will have a chance to shcw
its colors tonight when Memphis State gridders come
hare for -The only night home game of the se.asun.
Ten Years Ago This Week
Ledger and Times File
October 26, 1944
Ibeneral MacArthurs Headquarters, Philippine s,
Ithursday—Defeat of two Japanese naval forces •con-
verging on Leyte Island in the east central Philippine.-
and sharp advances by American ground troops on
Leyte were announced today by General Douglas Mac-
Arthur.
Mrs. Johnnie Wilkinson Cole, wife of the late J. M.
Cole. died early Friday morning at the Mason Memorial
Hospital following a short illness.
Mrs. Leslie Ellis, Mrs. Stark Erwin and daughters.
?rankle and Mary Leslie are visiting this week with
t3gt. and Mrs. Herman K. Ellis in Camp Shelby, Miss.
Sgt. Ellis expects to be moved soon.
George W. Wallis died Thursday afternoon, October
18, at the home of his daughter. Mrs. Marvin Fulton on
Main Street following a prolonged ilness of complica-
tions.
TIs enh Years Ago This Week
Ledger and Times File
October 25. 1934
Mr. George 0. Gatlin died suddenly Friday morning.
He was found dead in bed in his home in the College
Addition. Mr. Gatlin was a horticulturist lawyer, poet
and authoM
Preliminary steps to reduce tells on Eggners Ferry
Bridge over the Tennessee. River have been taken by
the State Highway Commission.
Murray had two of the largest days in many months
here last Friday and Saturday as fair crowds filled the
town for te Third Annual Farm and School Fair. -
About 200 cotton growers of the county net at the
courthouse Monday afternoon to protest against their
allotment of tax free cotton.
Saturday is home coming at Murray State College
and the feature of the program will lie the football
game 'between the Thouroughbreds and Birmingham
Southern.
FOUR FOLKS OF FAME TEAM UP
• .
TWO ENGAGED COUPLES, ail lemons, beam at you in this tocktan
party photo to , ahole,.  of Eddie Cantor in HoilyWOOd. Theyle
are (from left I 
Ir 
Angell and Vie Da P.mone, lind Debbie eynolda
'VIII FAille I. ,..i, t la tcrimi uia dl ,:i ourichA,,f..).
• mow 
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More About The Woodland Deer Hunt
This column received a copy of a let:er sent le one o: the men
mentioned in List weeks column relative to the disagreeable incident
:het marred the succees of a hunting party The letter is from
Frederick Conninghxr. Manager of the refuge The writer appreciates
:he soneerity of the letter and the cooper. Live spirit of it. A portion
of that letter is reproduced to correct an error in teimonal,es male
ei last ecek s Watt:' and W.o.d Clattralt
"By VI as of explaziatian of the code of hunting it may
be stated that the refuge has no •uthority for issuing the
mechanics of the hunt in other sords. it is not given to
our discretion to dictate in the manner Which the bunters
should condact themael v as la e agree mast 'morally a ith
the essence of your comments, with reference to the
actions of Mr Hudson. The -a Alin; from a blind or
realize, is probably the must eft I lent Immo r to leant
deer. This chokes however Is regulated by adoption te a
hunting code among the Archers theasaclVeS inasnaucl. as
no authority exists for our enforcement. A-,Ain. let me
emphasize that a e Agree a ith coninirms.
"In the column appearing in the Murray neaspaper,
I .edger And Times. under date line of October 22nd by
Ken Ku% in. there a As a comment that to shoe' a
deer arid then hair the possibility dissolved by a Wood-
land official is ill be a great waste The reference is
made that hi . Hudson is a member of Use Kentucky
Woodlands National Wildlife Rettig r pers•Ilttel This is
complete's in error inasir.uch as Mr Hudson vi not in the
employ of the Fish and Wildlife service at this refuge.
lie is employ ed hi the state for the purposes of conduct-
ing trapping operations of animals tendered to the state
for liberation purposes. I particular'i wish to point out
this error. No intent is eaintemplated to enter into •
recur°s erisy is jib the Ledger, for their reportinz is factual
and in mii‘t Instances in support of the refuge program.
Their whisle coberun concerning the hunt a As in order
is slit the exc..- ption of their misrepresentation of the
employing agency regarding Mr hod 
Altniugh Ine letter is not ad-
• essed to this column: se apolo-
gize for the error. We had know-
ledge of the state of err.eloyment
of Mr Hudson but not of the
association between the %tete ani
the Wildlife Refuge L\spies of
:ast week's cohere hss -e ben
sent to Mr. Earl Wallace, Com-
missioner of the State Inepartment
of Fish arid Wildlife Itcsnurer.
and a copy of the present Column
von be forwarded to him. We
leave the matter n the hands o'
Mr Wallece for his ineestigation
and whatever correctice is' nec-
essary
Pheasant Hunters
A qua.ilc: iif :Ylurr.•yai., journey-
ed to Scott County. Kertueky. to
i 6.UU0 acre farm fetes miles
above Georgetown for a try_ at
the sport of pheasant nunting.
preserve style The man - w• re
Gene Cole. Leonard Wooi Burton
Y•eirrg and Ernest Clevenger. le
The preserve is operate' by 'he
Kentucky Trao.ing Kent els wee
has leased 3100 acres of the 6.000
a.re farm for training :ial hunt-
ing purposes. The Depertment of
Fish and Wildlife Resources nas
licensed the concern to all
hunting on INN acres of te.
teased lancl...
The hunters made Ire theW
hundred mile trek leavine Murray
on Wednesday. October el. about
11:45 p.n. arriving at trz hunting
grounds around seven the next
morning. They found that the hunt-
ing orould not start unt.. 8 pm
Georgetown time, an tour later
than Murray brae They snot clay
pigeons until registration erne The
preserve allows only fiLsor hunt-
ers on any one day to hopt Earth
paymg a fixed price beeise- eittef.
ing the hunting grounds Each
hunter is allowed to kilt a. many
as, four pheissanteboth cocks and
hens. and any number of oiditional
irds for 115.00 extra pe.- bird In
cernparison of costs wit— a trip
to the Dakota's or Michigan the
price is notaa tenth. and the pos-
sibility of birds are Pr per cent
. in favor of the • hunter A the
I preserve. The men were back in
' Murray late Thursday merit.I
. A total of thirteen ;--,75-erreants.
eight hens and five corks were
brought back by the Mur.ay quar-
tet. ColtOerid Wood bate -got their
limit of tour b.rdi 0:her Mur-
, rayeins have already atenneel a
trip te the preeerve in the near
future .‘„For additional int.armatian
about either the Milt trainirgefacil-
ities or the MintAr, penes:Lees of
the Kentucky T. eon', Kennels.
jr•u neoy wi.ti. t i Moo . Wet' h.
Kentucky Trainoie Ken-, le Rode
2. George* -• Kio'
... FIELD TRIAL
A ii, • will be
held at Fert Knox on ths weekend
Noverriteo 6-7. :rats ama-
teur tral •• spanser. d by th't
• K , V. 11 Chub
or • urtner informs: in contort
Frank Ransdell. H. iirodOotirg.
DRIVE ON FOR
LEAGUE MEMBERSHIP
Beginning on Novemeer I and
continuing through M.* 31. 1955,
an interwave campaign will be
staged by the Deportment of Fieh
and Wildlife Resource. and me
League of Kentucky SpoOsmen to
increase the membership in the
League louir sets of prizes will
be o:fered by the Degoement to
districts showing the gi test in-
(rease in enrollment Identical
prizes will be offered tee super-
visor. League vice-preseunt and
commissioner in the dis.rats that
finish first. seconpa third ard fourth
in the contest. first prize; probab-
ly will be Remington Automatic
shotguns for etch of the three;
second will be 575 (Whir; outfits:
third. MO fisleng outfits and four-
th. Remington automatic rifles
Spec.al attention of empleyele of
the Department is mile,* to the
book of suggestions for gatSe clubs
whieh recently was mimed at
Frankfort. All are urged to work
to help strengthen the league
Sportsmen's Help
Requested
A nao ervation leader
today reminded. hunter: to look
for metal bonds on the jegs of
wild game birds which they bring
to bag. -
'These birds have beta banded
by research workers to secure
needed information about game
habits and movements.- taxi Presi-
dent Claude 1) Kelley of the Na-
tional Wildlife Federal n "Th •
Santa thus obtained _Sep federal
and nate wildlife agencies do a
more scientific job of setting Open
seasons -and bag limits.-
A band recovered from the lee
of a wild du:k.
othei
goose. dove
migratory lord f'101ild
mailed to the U S Fish arid
Wildlife Service. Wisehieron 25.
D C.. along with informat.en abaut
where and when the bit-, was shot
Kelley sold. In return the hunter
will receive an answer
where and when the terd was
banded and its' approximate age.
Many states cony on banding
projects in search of sects about
resident *smelt such' as quail.
grouse and pheasants. Terse banes
should be turned over to a g in -
warden or returned by ma:1 to the
departmentState game
FISHING REPORT
The only report reto.ved tnis
week was from Sill Nel. at ine
Keelake Boat dock He says that
largemouth. stipers anJ crappie
continue to reward the e h:ng ef-
fort. in
1311111161F
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Population Of
Fish In Lakes
Is Disclosed
Results of fish population stud-icr• made in September by TVA
and state fisheries workers on
eight TVA lakes were disclosed
today The findings indicate that
reproduction of deturable game
and food fish was generally grod
during the past spring, assuring
continuation of good fishing in
future years.
Ample reproduction of small-
mouth bass, largemouth bass, white
bass crappie. bluegill, and channel
catfish was reported from Chero-
kee Lake. -Satisfactory" the
term used by the fisheries workers
for reproduction in Ohlekainauea
Lake. There. young-of-the-year
black bass were several Canes more
abundant than in former samples;
channel and blue catfish wire
much more abundant, and so were
drum Bluegills were more num-
erous, but white bass ran about
the same as last year.
Spawning was suacesatul in He
wassee. Sinallrnouth bass and wall-
eye dominated the gains fish
coPection. Lareemouth bass, spat-
ted bass. and black crappie were
few in number but had repro-
(lured this season Channel catfish
were three times as numerou; as
in 1951 Kentticky Lake studies
showed largemouth bass slightly
more numerous that, last year:
reproduction of this species Was
' very successful.- No ranallmouth
were collected; and spotted bass
were fewer in 1111/11bel and dud
not spawn as suoceesfully as lint
year White bass, absent last year.
were taken again this yea,. Yel-
low bass showed signs of a good
hatch Channel catfish and drum
were the rhosit abundant ln the
food fish group; both showed good
size distribution, and a successful
spow rung season
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Murrayans Bring Home Kentucky Pheasants
Above are four Murrayans who were among the first to hunt the new regu-lated pheasant hunting preserve of the Kentucky Training Kennels near Geor-getown, Kentucky. The hunters made the trip within a twenty four hour
period and returned with 13 of the birds. The preserve is a new idea in hunt-ing, designed to bring heretofore unavailable types of hunting to areas nothaving an open season on special game. The four pictured are (left to right)
Gene Cole, Leonard Wood, Burton Young and Ernest Clevenger, Jr. (More
In Waters and Woods)
Three Parks Close
Four Remain Open
Frankfort, Ky - The accemnio-
dations and facilities at Natural
Bridge, General Butler and i'enny-
rile' Forrest State Parks will dense
Sunday. October 31, accordant to
an announcement by Courier vation
Commissioner Henry Ward.
At the same time Ward also
arnounced that vacathm cottages,
lodge rooms and dinini rooms at
eon Kentucky state parks w.11
The stuthes revealed bet'
largemouth reproduction in Pica
is 1Ck Lake than in 1953. but fewer
adults were taken Smalimauth I
bass were about the same as in
the previous year, but spotted '
bass were nearly three times as
abundant and had spawned P1Il
easefully Drum. channel, and bk,
cetfesh were more abundant than ,
last year. White bass were ac tn
yellow bass and sauger were au
the same as in 1953.
In Chatuge Lake, which r
been practically full se , •
becadse of powerhouse,
activities, reproduction dee
val of lareernouth bass e
cellent, but they played Lasoc,
among the small bluegills. yellow-
belly sunfish, and other forage I
species.
The studies in Fort Pee
Henry Lake proved surprisi
the fieheries workers repor
Thu lake was impounded la*.e
1953, and has been closed to ft
ing to give the fish poi"
but one sample area yield...
"..300 fish weighing &bon,
pounds. Another area yielded
crappie and 13 largemouth
70 bluegills, ard other specie
The fish collection in Slate
Lake this year was dominated e.
.rnallmouth bass Crappie far ex-
ceeded those collected two yeens
pgo
bed.
The dock manager tell- oi
Lanier. Slick Smith and PA La-
nier of Franklin. 'Ky. taking 50
head of begs on surface plugs
with the top bass we:ening six
pounds. G E Lake of White
Plains_ N. Y. and H F Hoaz Of
FayettvIlle. Tennessee caught 3
large mouth and 29 stripers. all
of large size. Lh. A G. Schultz
and wife of Jacksonoille, Ill
caught a good strings of 25 firth.
both large mouth and crappie Jim
one Patton and P. G Potts of Frank-
lin, Ky. caught 32 heed if large
mouth and stripers witn most of
their luck corning from •heavy
spoons.
STATE TO DISTRIBUTE 50,000
BLUEGILL
Distribution of 50.000 edult blue-
gill began on October It by the
State. They well be placed in farm
ponds throughout the strle. and
the bass will be added melt
spring Due to the extremely large
number of applicitions re, file In
:he rtftee:- -s,-me 1 te applicants
may not receive their (pietas this
fall. butt any missed avei receive
their SA next 'Tiring.
stHELLCRACKERS DINTT.IBUTED
More than 211.0151 ren eari. or
..hencrackers. have been distribut-
ed to sele :ed ponds in the Man,
on an expel I mental bees. Th-
this area with many g rid fish were obtained from the red-
strings of largeooulh beret, tale:n era' Hatchery near Fro-knot. !I
on surfece plugs. Clapp,- are -be- the results of this rtock.ng and
ing caught in weter ot to 10 ones znade last year at. good a
feet :a well as oil tir deeper wholesale stocking of thir species
ehennea ke eif the •Arll rive, rh,tr• kr -Oar,. .et en, er rl,
a
eperate on a year round basis
'fhe parks to remain open
through the winter include Curn-
herlard Fails, Corbin; Kentucky
[Lake. Hardin, Kentucky Darn Vil-lage, Gilbertsville end Leke Cum-
tertand State Park, Jamestown.
Werd emphasized that Kentucky
State Parks never close entirely
wiih picnicking and many other
facilities open through the year.
Museums at Audubon. Pioneer
Memorial at Hatiocisburg, My Old
Kentucky Home arid the Wall'IM
Whaley House will be ,pep
throughout the winter.
Read The Classifiedf
WANTED
TO RENT:
•
11.or 7 room modern house.
Prefer within walking dis-
tance of Murray High
School, Call 338 or 1361.
—Ray Munday
(
WEEK
zU A 1.1 SA-P%
Evergreen Hill Farms
Madisonville, Kentucky
78 Head
Registered Hereford Cattle
Montla\ November 1 1954
12 Bulls 16 Cows and Calves
20 Bred Heifers 30 Open Heifers
MANY UNDER ONE YEAR
Also 10 Holstein Heifers
These cattle are not over-fitted and are in good breeding
condition. Any farmer will be able to own some of
these good cattle. Cattle may be purchased on credit
if arrangements are made before sale date.
— 
WALTER RUBY, Owner
0k
NOTICE
We are in the market for some
Good Used Equipment
We have a waiting list for good used tractor):
and trucks.
Therefore we are offering highest dollar on
trade-ins.
1 NEW INTERNATIONAL PICK-UP — will sacrifice
SAVE SAVE CASH OR TRADE —
Planters Tractor & Equipment Co.
Your 1.11, Dealer
Benton HighwayPhone 1200
s
-•
'
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•
4
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The Dignity Of Work
In the light of present trends in
n.any circles with reference to
work, it is very appropriate *that
we have a lesson from the book
of Proverbs on the dignity, im-
portance, necessity and value of
hdneot Labor.
When God created man, He en-
dewed him with capacities for
tsork. Ho placed his in the Gar-
den of Eden to dress it and to
keep it. After man had sinned God
spoke to him saying, "In the sweat
cf thy face shalt thou eat bread,
till thou return to the ground."
Genesis 3:19. God's Woad states
clearly, "If any would not work,
i.cither should he eat." II Thes-
Saionians 3:10.
Work is one of God's merciful
provisions for man. There was an
element of mercy in the judgement
wherein God provided that man
must work for his daily bread,
tecause idleness contributes so
much to his physical, mental and
moral deterioration. Satan cannot
bt guile and degrade 3 busy person
nearly so quickly or easily as he
can an idle one. Work is essential
to the welfare of mankind. Man
must work if he • to eat properly.
grow strong and develop the po-
FRIDAY
OCT. 29
AND COME AND SEE T141
All-NEW 1955
PONTIAC
-a®
Main Street Motors
1406 W. Maim — Ph. 59
wer which God has given him.
Work is necessary for a whole-
some, happy and useful life. Truly
it has a beneficent ministry.
Proverbs 0:6-11.
Maay people do their utmost to
avoid working and earning an
)ion.vt living. Such conduct iv
Mghly &Ceasing to God. His
Word highly Commends industriou9
and diligent workers, but it ear
coriates laziness in blistering terms.
To the habitually lazy, who
seek a life of ease arid want to
live in id Ion esa. this passage
speaks in strong terms. To all such
God says, "Go to the ant, thou
sluggard: consider her ways, and
be wise." The ant is a very small
insignificant and unattractive in-
sect. However, It is exceedingly
industrious. One simply cannot
observe the life of these tiny
insects without being impressed
by their industry. They are busy
constantly in caring for their pre-
sent needs and providing for their
future ones. They diligently gatnfr
and store food for the time of
need without being forced to do
to. They do not have an overseer.
ruler or guide to tell or show
them what to do. They act in this
reasonahie manner with only the
Instinct of nature to prompt them.
Because of the commendable man-
ner in which they live and work
ttigether, these small and unattrac-
tive insects vet for us a splendid
and beautiful example in co-opera-
tion. Through co-operation they
carry out numerous and difficult
enterprises.
TRI-CITY
DRIVE-IN
— —
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"POWDER RIVER"
in Technicolor
with Rory Calhoun, Corinne
Calvet and Cameron
Mitchell
SATURDAY ONLY
"JALOPY"
with Leo Gorcey and
The Bowery Boys
PLUS
"TORPEDO ALLEY"
starring Mark Stevens
and Doroth Malone
SUNDAY and MONDAY
"SPRINGFIELD RIFLE"
with Gary Cooper
POTTERY'
Large Ass't  MI Prices
Plants for Dish Gardens-25c
Shirley Florist
500 N. 4th Phone 188
Nis
.111
We Have Just The
Watch For You
•
Trade in your old
watch now for the
case you want
at
TTIE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Those who may be tempted to
be indolent would be wise to con-
sider the ways of the ant, as
well as to manifest as much con-
cern for their present and future
needs. Since work is God's appoin-
ted means of providing for our
daily food and other necessities,
those who refuse to emulate the
example of the lowly ants need
not be mu-prised if they find it
recessary to do without many
things. It is a sin to yield to lazi-
ness and to sleep when one should
be working. If a farmer is too
lazy to sow and to cultivate, he
certainly need not expect, ti reap
a harvest. Likewise, if we fail to
make the most of our opportuni-
ties In the Lord's service, we may
expect to appear empty-minded
before Him.
Proverbs 18:9.
Work is God's appointed means
of providing for the necessities of
life. Not only does the Word of
God rebuke the sluggard, but it
also reprimands all who are sloth-
ful in their work. It places the
slothful in the same category with
the wasters. One is not justifiel
In wasting material things, time,
'talents or opportunities. It is sin-
ful to let opportunities for doing
good pass by without seizing them.
Proverbs 24:30-34.
H is noteworthy that God's
Word presents the ant as an ex-
ample of prudence, but when it
gives us an illustration of indo-
lence it directs our attention to
man. It portrays a lazy man who
is void of understanding. fie mar
have a remarkable natural intelli-
gence, but he certainly does not
use what he has.
LINDSEYS
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Sure---
You Need A Good Cheap Pick-Up!
A fair deal on any of these and very
little money down.
• 1951 Ford. Low mileage (1/2-toti telephone pick-
up) $485.
• 1948 Ford. Locally owned. Real good mechani-
cally. 1/2-ton. $385.
• 1946 Chevrolet. 'i-Ion. Good cab and steel bed.
Fair condition. $175. No money down.
• 1936 Chevrolet. Flat bed. Excellent condition.
$65. No money down.
• Chevrolet. 11/2-ton. Nice for farm truck. $95, No
money down.
See Hugo Wilson At
lingo Wilson- Motor Sales
East Main—Across from Martin Oil Co.
aN
•
Solomon tells about visiting the
vireyard of the Lazy man and
finding it grown over with thorns,
CC.1 e re d with nettles, and tho wall
around it broken down. 'rho con-
onion of the place proved that
the owner was very careless. He
was neglectful of h• duty to
himself, his family, his fellowmea
end God. The run-down conk-Moil
of this vineyard was an imprgssive
oti,tect lesson to all who passed
by. It WRS an unitustakable revela-
tion of the type of man who owned
it Any close observer could tell
easily what the outcome would
be for the owner. If all followed
his example, it certainly would
rot be very long until there
would be a terrible famine id the
land. What about the videyari
of your life? Are you keeping
it as the Lord would have it done
WORD OF COMFORT FROM DAD
Dr. Richard A. Sheppard, father, places an ann on Isis son's
shoulder in court, and Dr. Sam, defendant, replies witb a smile.
(Shown after being tentatisely accepted for Sheppard Jura duty:
Kra. Margaret E'. Adams (left), and Mrs. Beatrice P. Orenatein.
THESE ARE SCENES from first degree murder trial of Dr. Samuel
Sheppard, 30. in Cleveland during selection of tentative jurors.
Women predominate the Jury so tar. (in ternatiotsal)
SIGN PACT TO RESTORE WEST GERMANISOVEREIGNTY
MERE IS THE HISTORIC signing of agreements in t'aos which call for restoration of sovereignty to
West Germaay and ending of occupation. From left, seated at table. are west German Chancellor
Konrad Ad Mt uer, U. S. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, French Premicir Pierre Mends-
France and British Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden. ( International Radiophoto)
DOOMED WIFE, HUSBAND SEEK A 'NEW MOTHER'
Judi Ford plays with adopted daughter Sheila.. Doomed Kathleen In old album photo.
THE SIGN In a neighborhood shop window In London read, ` Wanted: A Mother NO 2 for an 8
-year-
old girl. In about 18 months, according to doctor, Mother No 2 might become Mother No 1." That
was the way Jack Ford, 41-year-old interior decorator, broke the news that his wife Kathleen.
42, was doomed by tuberculosis and he needed someone to care tor their adopted daughter Sheila.
Ha and Kathleen talked It over and she decided that before she dies she wants to know there will
be "someone to take my place as mother, and maybe as wife . . We must do what Is best for
Sheila. She Is the future." Said Jack, "The deal definitely includes marriage after ..." (international)
•••
Actor Turns
To Crooning
By VERNON SCOTT
tufted Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD ap, —Kirk Doug-
las has turned to crooning in
what he terms" an all-out assault"
to prove he's a great musician
heart.
The actor already has recorded
"Whale of a Tale" and "The Moon
Grew Brighter." He has killed two
birds with one record in that fe-
males will have an opportunity to
swoon over his pear-shaped tones
while Kirk plui his two latest
pictures.
"The one about the whale is
from '20.000 Leagues Under The
Sea." Dou:las grinned. "And tie
other is from 'Man Without A
Star.' Naturally, I'm in both of
them.
"This is my first fling at rec-
ords, and it may be my last. I
hate to say it, but I think the
record will keep disc jockeys from
leaving the post," he quipped.
Nothing To It
The jut-jawed star says there is
nothing to cutting a record if a
guj• can sing. "But I can't.' he
said.
"I've studied acting and Shakes-
peare all my life, trying to win an
Oscar, but no dice. Then along
cc me a couple of Crooners lace
U. S. Tax Got Him
HANDCUFFED, Martin Accord°,
brother of Tony Acaardo, Chi-
cago underworld character,
leaves Federal court In Chicago
after drawing a three-year
prison term and $10,000 fine for
income tax fraud. He also faces
a possible civil suit by the gov-
ernment to collect 9245,000 al-
legedly owed in taxes, in five-
year span. (international)
Plane, 21 Missing
roam
ENG. us
LONDON
OPA7.3
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Lyons'.
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ARROW TRACES Rome-to-Lyons
route of the USAF C-47 trans-
port plane which disappeared
with 21 persons aboard. A re-
port of a plane crash In the
French Alps near Nice was
being checked by searchers.
Originally plane left England
on navigation training flight,
LAKEVIEW
DRIVE-IN
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"THE LAWLESS BREED"
starring Rock Hudson and
Julia Adams
SATURDAY ONLY
"COLUMN SOUTH"
with Audie Murphy and
Joan Evans
PLUS
'INVADERS FROM MARS'
starring Helen Cantor and
Jimmy Hunt
SUNDAY and MONDAY
"THE GREAT SIOUX
UPRISING"
-- NOTICE ---
We will be showing only
Saturday and Sunday be-
ginning next week for the
winter months.
Crosby and Sinatra and they both
collect the award. So I'm moving
Into their field, may be I've mis-
sed something."
Douglas admits he hasn't been
the same since he appeared oh
Jack Benny's television !-ho v last
week. His banjo renditions have
gone to his head. And, as he sees
It, banjo playing is a lost art.
"I make no claims to 'oein.; a
singer." he said. "But my feelings
are hurt over the number of peo-
ple who questioned whether I can
really play the banjo.
"Critize my acting if pou will."
he added, his voice rising, but
not my banjo playing. re?, ;sing
to revive this long-lost art. It's one
of the few instruments that is in-
digenous to this country."
Like 'Indigenous"
Kirk obviously was struck with
the word "indnenous." He repeat-
ed it several times, si.voring each
syllable, before drawing himself uu
and cutting loose with a burst cf
on.tory worthy of some sort of
award.
"I want to hear the strumming
of banjos reverberating across titiS
ieat land from coast to coast
a great welling crescendo of Avis-
g. plinking banjo strings," he
boomed in mock steneorian tones.
"Imagine, if you can, the beatitj
created by this great country
bursting forth in song to the ac-
companiment of thousands, nay.
millions of quiveriny 'banjos. si
"From the mountains, to tits
prairies, to the ocean's he begin
His press agent raised a restrain-,.,
hand and Kirk sank back. Or:
harsted from the emotional drams
he had concocted.
He appeared deep in glassY-e.Yel
thought for a moment.
"I play the guitar and ha,mirorW
izo, too," he added with a wittitir
• Murray Ready Mix Co.
"Your Every ( oncrete Need"
Phone 1226 Murray, K3.
Murray Drive - In Theatre
— Wednesday — Thursday — Frida
PEGGIE CASTLE • DONALD BMIlf
lACK BEUTEL • UTA BARON
via.' FIN
TECHNIC*OLOk
-es Corp.
 
SATURDAY ONLY _
"Rio Grande,/
with John Wayne
Freeman Johnson
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Offers you this
BEAUTIFUL BRICK VENEER HOME
For $1400 down payment and the rest in small
Monthly Payments
isirS sass
••• s wr
FHA Approved
" • • f
• •-•
C
1043% 5.•••,
513/ •••e• 5,orit Real/
tr., we
• Three bedrooms, hardwood floors, insulated:
throughout, electric heat. Located conveniently to
college at Farmer Avenue.
• There will be other homes built in this area that
will be sale soon.
— Contact
Freeman Jolihson
Building Contractor and Supplies
Murray Route One Phone 1378-M-2
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THEIEDGER & TIMES
SY 'DOER TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. her
7onsolidation of 4 Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, Auld T. •Piers
-Herald Octobac 30, 1926, and the West Kentuckian Jaailata
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLIBRKR
ttnterad at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for %racism-tato. as
Second Clams Matter
TIM KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACE WITMER CO.. 13011Monroe, hiewmphis, Tenn.. 350 Pa.lt Ave. New York, 307 N Michiganave., Chicago; 80 Bolyston 31. Boston.
SUBSCIUPTION RATES: By carrier in Murray. per wt_a 15c, peisong' 4 In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, Si 50 else-water. 45-50
We reserve the right to reject any Advectisins. Let era to the Editorter Public Vac, items which in our opinion are not for the IstalMesrest of our readers.
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Five Years Ago Today
Ledger mai Tinses File
October 29, 1949
*Dr. W. E. Blackburn, head of the physical sciencedepartment at Murray State College, was elected presi-dip of the Kentucky Academy of Science at the semi-
aUual meeting of the association at Richmond.
More than 1,000 Methodist ministers and laymen
registered yesterday at the, Paducah Broadway 3letho-
diet Church for the Louisville Area Advance 'Mass Meet-
.= 
-0011111MThe average support price of dark fired tobacco is$30.20. A reduction of about 5 per cent as compared
with last year.
The Murray State College will have a chance to show
its colors tonight when Memphis State gridders come
here for the only night home game oi the se-ason.
Ten I ears Ago This Week
Ledger and Times File
October 26, 1944
teneral MacArthurs Headquarters, Ph ilippine s,
Thursday—Defeat of two Japanese naval forces con-
verging on Leyte Island in the east central Philippines
and sharp advances by American ground troops on
Leyte were announced today by Genera! Douglas Mac-
Arthur.
Mrs. Johnnie Wilkinson Cole, wife of the late J. M.
Cole. died early Friday morning at the Mason Memorial
Hospital following a short i1lne<4:
Mrs. Leslie Ellis, Mrs. Stark Erwin and daughters.
Prankie and Mary Leslie are visiting this week with
err. and Mrs. Herman K. Ellis in Camp Shelby, Miss.
Sgt. El1i. expects to be moved soon. •
George W. Wallis died Thursday afternoon, October
1, at the home of his daughter. Mrs. Marvin Fulton on
Main Street following a prolonged ilness of complica-
tions.
Twenty I ears Ago This Week
Ledger and Times File
October 25. 1934
Mr. George 0. Gatlin died stiddenly Friday morning.
He was found dead in bed in his home in the College
Addition. Mr. Gatlin %%as a horticulturist lawyer, poet
and authoM
Preliminary steps to reduce tells on Eggners Ferry
Bridge over the Tennessee River have been taken by
the State Highway Commission.
Murray had two of the largest days in many months
here last Friday and Saturday a.s fair crowds filled the
town for the Third Annuel_Farm and School Fair.
About 200 cotton growers of the county net at the
courthouse Monday afternoon to protest against their
allotment of tax free cotton.
Saturday is home coming at Murray State College
and the feature of the program will le the football
game between the Thouroughbreds and Birmingham
Southern.
FOUR FOLKS OF FAME TEAM UP
TWO ENGAGED COUPLES, ad la nicam_bearn at you In this cocittral
party phGto !AK at barne of Eddie Cantor in Hollywood. Theyler
are (from left) I Angell and Vie Damone, and Debbie Reynold*
end Yard,. I. ,..t .• . o Int, f rellit.1,14 ;SellindJIP.01.9.
,s111/ 
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' Murrayans Bring Home Kentucky PheasantsE
Not.
110
Waters
and
Woods13y—
Ben Rovin
More About The Woodland Deer Hunt
This column re:rived a copy of a letter sent to ape 0: the men
mentioned in Last week's column telatIve to the disagreeable meld( nt
that marred the success of hunting party The letter is tram
Frederick Cunning/tax. Manager ot the refuge. The writer apprecialna
the sincerity of the letter 'and the cooperative spirit of It. A portlon
of that letter as reproduced to corren:t all error in teimonaara male
al lest week's Wate:, and Wood, ciaumn
"By way of explanatian of the code of hunting it may
be stated that the refuge tuaa no authoritt for issuing the
mechanic's of the hunt In other Ns ords. it is not given to
our discretion to dictate in the manner s his hi the hunters
should conduct themsel% eo Vie agree most hearttly a 1 th
the marine ot your comments, is itb reference to the
Actium. of Mr Hudson. The wanner from a blind we
realise. is prababl!. the moot effi •ient mann( r to 1.1.11I
deer. This choice hoa ever Is regulated by adaption id a
hunting code among the Archers themselves tnasinurl. as
no authority relats for our enforcement. Alain, let me
emphasize that we agree n ith your comments.
-In the column appearing in the aturran newspaper.
Ledger and Times, seder date line of October 22nd by
Ben ROVItt. there was a comment that "to shoe. a
deer and then have the poribility dissolved by a Wood-
land official ail! be a great Waate--. The reference Is
made that N.. Hod... is a fissenaber of the Kentucky
oodtands National Wildlife itemise personnel. This is
esimpletels in error inasmuch a. Mr. Muds.. is net in the
erupt., of the Fish and Wildlife Service at Ibis refuge.
Re is em phis ed hi the !state for the purpose's of conetuct-
ing trapping eperations of animals tendered to the :state
for liberation purpose's. J particularls ....ash to point out
this error No intent is centemplatee to eater into a
rontrovenn is oh the Ledger, for their reporting is factual
and in most instances in support of the refuge program
Their n•hole column concerning the hunt x!. as in order
is sth the e ace ption of their misrepresentation of the
esaplov ing agency regarding NW Itud.on •
Althaugn tne letter is riot ad- ear lurtuer inforrnat contan
diessed to. this column. see apalo- Frank Ransdell, ft-i,.rodelorg.
cze for toe error. We had know-
ledge of the state of employment
irf Mr Hucisen but not a tne
association between the stete ana
the Wildlife Refuge. Copies of
last week's colts nn have ben
sent to Mr. Earl Wallace. Com-
missioner of the State Department
of Fish arid Wildhfe Hcadures
arid a copy of the preseiv. column
will be forwarded ta him. We
leave tne matter n the eands o'
Mr. Wallece for his ins. stigation
and whatever nte-
essary
Pheasant Hunters
A qua .net alarr.,yai journey-
ed to Scott County. Ker tucky. to
• ILUUle acre farm sirs ea miles
above Georgetown fora a try at
the sport of pheasant hunting.
preserve style Thy men iv. re
Gene Cole. Leonard Woos Burton
Young and Ernest Clevenger. it.
The preserve is operate(' by 'he
Kentucky Tat:nine • Kenr els wao
has leased 3.500 earee of the 6.000
e re farm for %reining rind hunt-
Jig purposes. The Deper,rnent of
Fish ar.d Wildlife Resources nas
!tcensed the concern tc allow
hunting on LON -Dere. of- -their
leased land. _ _
'The hunters made 11-e three
hundred mile trek leavine Murr Sy
on Wednesday. October al. about
11:45 pri. arriving at Ira hunting
grounds around seven tke next
morning. They found that the haat-
ing 'could not start tint.. 8 pm.
Cieoraetown time. an tun r later
than Murray tame They snot clay
pigeons until registration 1-me Tae
preserve ailowsa-only Meer hunt-
ers on any one day to bent F...eh
paymg a fused pr.ce bet, re cruet-
ing the hunting ground.; Each
hunter is allowed to kill as many
as four pheaeant, both cocks and
hens. and any number of idditional
birds for $500 extra pe.. bird in
comparison af costs with. a trip
to the Dakota's or Micharan the
price is not a tenth, and the pos-
sibility cif birds are ilu per cent
DRIVE ON FOR
LEAGUE MEMBERSHIP
Beginning on Nuvemaar 1 and
continuing through Mal. 31, 11555.
an irstensive campaign will ,•ea
staged by the Depirtment of lath
and Warale Resource. and the
League of Kentucky Sp-.o 'omen to
increase the membership in the
League Four sets of prizes will
be caleted by the Deparament
districts showing the gi ...test in.
rrease in enrollment Identical
prizes will be offered e-st super-
Lraibe vice-presattra and
commissioner In the districts thst
finish first. secondatturd ard fourth
in the contest first prize; probab-
ly will be Remington Automatic
shotguns for etch of the three:
second will be 575 Mine.; outt....s;
thud. $50 fishing outfits and-four-
th. Remington teitneestic rifles
Special attention of entplearees of
the Department is caUe i to the
Walt of suggestions for game clubs
which recently was tutted It
Frankfort. All are urgel to work
to help strengthen the league
Sportsmen's Help
Requested
A nin, .• e. anon leader
today reminded hunter; to aiok
for metal bands on the pigs of
wild game birds which they br:ng
to bag
•These birds have be .t banded
by research workers to secure
needed information about game
habits and movements.- 'aid Presi-
dent Claude D Kelley of the Na-
tional Wildlife Federate n. "Th‘
feet. thus obtained Mop federal
and Sate wildlife agenci‘s do a
inure scientific job of setting open
seasons and bag tunas.'
A band recovered from the leg
ki wild dunk. goose. dove or
cartel migratory bard saould
mailed to the U. S lash and
Wildlife Service. Washeiron 23.
D. C., along with informaCen abaut
wriere and when the low was shot
Population Of
Fish In Lakes
Is Disclosed
Results of fish population stud-
tcr in September by rvA
and state furheries workers on
eight TVA lakes were disclosed
today The findings int:liege that
la production of desirable game
and food fish was generally grod
during the past spring, assuring
continuation of good fishing in
future years
Ample reproduction of small-
mnuth bass, largemouth bean white
bass crappie. bluegt11, and charinel
catfish was reported f rpm Chero-
kee Lake. -Satisfactory" is the
term used by the fisheries workers
for reproduction in Ohickamauga
Lake There, young-of-the-year
black bass were several times riore
abundant than in former samples;
channel and blue catfish were
much more abundant, and so were
drum Blueralls were more num-
erous, but white bass ran . abetit
the same as last year
Spawning was sieicessitil in H:
wassee. Sinallmouth bass and wall-
eye dominated the game fish
coPection Laraemouth Italia spat-
ted bass. and black crappie were
few in number but had repro-
duced this season Channel catfish
were three umes as numerou5 as
in 1951 KentUcky Lake studies
showed largemouth bas.s slightly
more numerous thar, last year
reproduction of this species Was
'very suoceasgula No smallmouth
were collected; and spotted bass
were fewer in number aril did
not spawn as suoceriafully as last
year White bass, absent last year,
were taken again this year. Yel-
low bass showed earns of good
hatch Channel catfish .and drum
were the Arad abundant In the
food fish group; both showed good
size distribution, and a successful
spay, rung season.
The stutters revealed, better
targemouth reproduction in Pick-
suck Lake than in 1953. but fewer
:omits were taken. Smallmauth
bass were about the same as in
iht previous year. but spotted
bass were nearly three times as
abundant and had spawned tut-
egad ully: Drum, channel, and blue
catfish were more abundant than
last year. White bast were unit;
yellow bass and sauger were about
the same as in l953
In Cbatuge Lake, which hag
be-en practically full since spring
becaUse of powerhouse careaructaia
activities, reproduction and Ali. &-
vat of laraeineuth bass was ex
cellent. but they played havoc
among the small bluegills.
be Ily sunfish, and other forage
species.
The studles in Fort Pan
Henry Lake proved aurprisi.
the fisheries workers repor.
This lake was impounded lea.
1953. and has been closed to fa
ing to give the fish popuire
but one sample area yielded ab
'.300 fish weighing abou;
pounds. Another area yielded
crappie and 13 la rgerriou
70 bluegills. ard other me
The fish collection in Wata,
Lake this year was dominated
anuellmouth bass. Crappie far ex-
ceeded these collected two /ears
in favcir of the hunter at the Kelley said. In return Use hunter
preserve The men were beck in' will receive an anewer
Murray late Thursday niant where and when the b.rct Was
A total of thirteen pee:taints. banded and its' approximate age.
eight hens and five co a Ics were Many elates carry on banding
brought back by tee Mur.oy guar- projects in search of facts about
let. Cole and Woad bath' 604 their resident stiecies such' as quail.
limit ot four birds. Other Mur- grouse and pheasants. Terse banesI rayons have already pistoled shauld be turned over to a g
trip to the preserve in the near warden or raprned by tarei to the
future. For additional infarinsitian state game department
about sett-her the dog trainirat tacit-
ties or the hishting possibilities of FISHING REPORT
the Kentucky Taen.ne Kennels. The only report rece.ved tills
you may w: .t,- t Mil.r 'Wel, h. week was trohi Bill NA, at Vie
Kentucky Training RO'ne Ketilake HOS( dock He says that
2 (it.07-2,' Ken' largemouth, sti ipers sf3 crappie
continue to reward the f h:ng an
....FIELD TRI AL t,ris in this area with molly g eoi
A ; will tie strings of largemouth beit.e talan
held at fort K11X on tie.. weelterd on surfece plugs. Ciapp.,. are be-
t' Nova/rib. r 6-7. This i-rn ama- ing caught, in water Of ; fr) 10
tear trial .,,rd is sponsor. 41 by -1.W. feet ..x well as otf th, deepen
r• K. • •..••av (.111h ehannol hP1,111* .c.f top •.!el
is
is
ge
Above are four Murrayans who were among the first to hunt the new regu-lated pheasant hunting preserve of the Kentucky Training Kennels near Geor-
getown, Kentucky. The hunters made the trip within a twenty four hour
period and returned with 13 of the birds, The preserve is a new idea in hunt-
ing, designed to bring heretofore unavailable types of hunting to areas not
having an open season on special game, lie four pictured are (left to right)
Gene Cole, Leonard Wood, Burton Young and Ernest Clevenger, Jr. (More
in Waters and Woods)
Three Parks Close
Four Remain Open
Frankfort, KY - The accananio-
datiorut and facilities at Natural
Bridge, General Butler and l'enny-
rule Forrest State Parks will close
Sunday. October 31. accordttig to
an announcement by Conservation
Commis:stoner Henry Ward.
At the same time Ward also
announced that vacation cottanes.
lodge rooms and chruni rooms at
feta Kentucky state parks will
bed.
The dock manager tell. oi Naele
Lanier, Slick Smith and Ed La-
nier of Franklin. Ky. taking 50
head of bass 011 surface plugs
with the top traps weighing six
pounds. G. E Lake al Whise
Plains. N. Y. and H F Holtz oh
leayetaville, Tennessee caught 8
large mouth and 29 stripers. ill
of large size. lat. A. G. Schultz
and was of Jackson,. ills-, Ill
caught a good 'tang of 25 nth,
both large mouth and crappie .1,m
Patton and P G: .Potts at Frank-
lin. KY. caught 35'. head el larer
mouth and stripers wit's most of
their luck coming from. heavy
spoons.
STATE TO DISTRIBUTE 50,0011
BLI7EGILL
Distribution of 50.000 tclult blue-
gill began on October le by the
State. They will be placed in farm
ponds throughout the strte, and
the bass will be •addr .1 ne‘t
spring Due to the extremely large
number of apt:ain't:6ns c:, file in
the (trice, vane I. te applica.its
may not receive th ir (pietas this
fall, but any 
missei 
vela receive
their fish next nit g.
SHELIABACKEIS DISTT.IIWTED
More than 20.000 red cars. or
.helicrackers. have been distribut-
ed to setr ted ponds On the state
on an expel imenbil halls Th-
fish were obtained from the Fed-
eral Hatchery near Fri, .ilr fora n
the results of thie stoc,c rig and
ones mode last year ar. goad a
wholeeele stocking of ilia species
-...• retie else,. nowt en, ,,,,.
cperate on a year round basis
'The parks to remain open
through the winter include Curn-
neriand Fails, Corbin: Kentucky
Lairs! Hardin, Kentucky Dam Vil-
lage, Gilbert-wale and Leke Cum-
1i:eland Stale Park, Jamestown.
Ward emphasized that Kentucky
State Parks never close entirely
adth picnicking and many other
facilities open. through the year.
Museum* at Audubon. Pioneer
Memorial at Harrodisburg, My Old
Kentucky Home arid the William
Whitley House Will be , pen
throughout the %sante,
•
Read The Classifiegh
WANTED
TO RENT:
door 7 room modern house.
Prefer within walking dis-
tance of Murray High
School. Call 338 or 1361.
—Ray Munday
t AL SA VE
Evergreen Hill Farms
Madisonville, Kentucky
78 Head •
Registered Hereford Cattle
Monday. November 1, 1954
12 Bulls 16 Cows and Calves
20 Bred Heifers 30 Open Heifers
MANY UNDER ONE YEAR
Also 10 Holstein Heifers
These cattle are not over-fitted and are in good breeding
condition. Any farmer will be able to own some of
these good cattle. Cattle may be purchased on credit
if arrangements are made before sale date.
-- WALTER RUBY, Owner
NOTICE
We are in the market for some
Good Used Equipment
We have a waiting list for good used tractors
and trucks.
Therefore we are offering highest dollar on
trade-ins.
1 NEW INTERNATIONAL PICK-UP — will sacrifice
SAVE - SAVE — CASH OR TRADE
Planters Tractor & Equipment Co.
Your LH, Dealer
Benton HighwayPhone 1200
4.;
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The Dignity Of Work
In the light of present trends in
many circles with reference to
work, it is very appropriate khat
we have a lesson from the book
of Proverbs on the dignity, im-
portance, necessity and value of
hetnest labor.
When God created man, He en-
dewed him with capacities for
work. He placed hint in the Gar-
den of Eden to dress it and to
keep it. After man had sinned God
spoke to him saying, "In the sweat
cf thy face shalt thou eat bread.
till thou return to the ground."
Genesis 3:19. God's Woad states
clearly, "If any would not work,
igither should he eat." II Thes-
Salonian.s 3:10.
Work is one of God's merciful
prgvisions for Elan. There was an
element of mercy in the judgement
wherein God provided that man
must work for his daily bread,
because idleness contributes so
much to his physical, menbil and
moral deterioration. Satan cannot
biguile and degrade a busy person
nearly so quickly or easily as he
can an idle one. Work is essential
to the welfare of mankind. Man
must work if he tie to eat properly,
grow strong and develop the po-
et*
FRIDAY
OCT. 29
AND COME AND SEE THE
ALL-NEW 1955
PONTIAC
Main Street Motors
1406 W. Main — Ph. 59
wer which God has given him.
Work is necessary for a whole-
some, happy and useful life. Truly
it has a beneficent ministry.
Proverbs 6:6-11.
Many people do their utmost to
avoid working and earning an
honeet living. Such conduct iv
highly dislpleasing to God. His
Word highly commends Industrious
.and diligent workers, but it ex.,
coriates laziness in blistering terms.
To the habitually lazy, who
seek a life #f ease and want to
live in Idlanesa, this passage
speaks in strong terms. To all such
God onyx. -Go to the ant, thou
sluggard; consider her ways, and
be wise." The ant is a very small
insignificant and unattractive in-
sect. However, it is exceedingly
industrious. One simply cannot
observe the life of these tiny
insects without being impressed
by their industry. They are busy
constantly in caring for their pre-
sent needs and providing for their
future ones. They diligently gather
and store food for the time of
need without being forced to do
Sc. They do not have an overseer.
ruler or guide to tell or show
them what to do. They act in this
reasonable manner with only the
iretinct of nature to prompt them.
Because of the commendable man-
ner in which they live and work
tsgether, these srruill and unattrac-
tive insects set for us a splendid
and beautiful example in co-opera-
tion. Through co-operation they
carry out numerous and difficult
enterprises.
1:11T-CITY
DRIVE-IN
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"POWDER RIVER"
in Technicolor
with Rory Calhoun, Corinne
Calvet and Cameron
Mitchell
SATURDAY ONLY
"JALOPY"
with Leo Gorcey and
The Bowery Boys
PLUS
"TORPEDO ALLEY"
starring Mark Stevens
and Doroth Malone
SUNDAY and MONDAY
"SPRINGFIELD RIFLE"
with Gary Cooper
POTTERY
Large Ass't   All Prices
Plants for Dish Gardens-25c
Shirley Florist
500 N. 4th Phone 188
We Have Just The
Watch For You
Trade
watch
one 
•
in your old
now for the
you want
at
LINDSEYS
Sure—
You Need A Good Cheap Pick-Up!
A fair deal on any of these and very
little money down.
• 1951 Ford. Low mileage ( 1 2-ton telephone pick-
up) 8485.
• 1948 Ford. Locally owned. Real good mechani-
cally. 1 2-ton. $385.
• 1946 Chevrolet. 1 2 -ton. Good cab and steel bed.
Fair condition. $175. No money down.
• 1936 Chevrolet. Flat bed. Eacellent condition.
$65. No money down.
• Chevrolet. 11/2-ton. Nice for farm truck. $95. No
money down.
See Hugo Wilson At
Hugo Wilson- Motor Sales
East Main—Across from Martin Oil Co.
-a
•
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Those who may be tempted to
be indolent would be wise to con-
sider the ways of the ant, as
well as to manifest as much con-
cern for their present and future
needs. Since work is God's appoin-
ted means of providing for our
daily food and other necessities,
those who refuse to emulate the
example of the lowly ants need
not be surprised if they find it
recessary to do without many
things. It is a sin to yield to lazi-
ness and to sleep when one should
be working. If a firmer is too
3azy to sow and to cultivate, he
certainly need not expect, to reap
a harvest. Likewise, V. we fail 
'
to
make the most of our opportuni-
ties in the Lord's service, we may
expect to appear empty-nanded
before Him.
Proverbs 18:9.
Work is God's appointed means
of providing for the necessities of
life. Not only does the Word of
God rebuke the sluggard, but it
also reprimands all who are sloth-
ful in their work. It places the
slothful in the same category with
the wasters. One is not justifiet
in wasting material things, time,
'talents or opportunities. It is sin-
ful to let opportunities for duing
good pass by without seizing them.
Proverbs 24:30-34.
R is noteworthy that God's
Word presents the ant as an ex-
ample of prudence, but when it
gives us an illustration of inda-
lence it directs our attention to
man. It portrays a lazy man who
is void of understanding. 11,e mar
have a remarkable natural intelli-
gence, but he certainly does not
use what ,he has.
Soloman tells about visiting the
vireyard, of the lazy man and
finding it grown over with thorns,
cot ered with nettles, and th2 wall
around it broken down. The con-
anion of the place proved that
the owner was very careless. He
was neglectful of his duty to
himself, his family, his fellosemea
end God_ The run-down conditioa
of this vineyard was an irnpriessive
ots4,ect lesson to all who passed
by. It was an unmistakable revela-
Uon of the type of man who owned
it Any close observer could tell
easily what the outcome would
be for the owner. If all followed
his example, it certainly would
rot be very long until there
would be a terrible famine to the
land. What about the viseyarl
of your life? Are you kseping
it as the Lord would have it done?
WORD OF COMFORT FROM DAD
Dr. Richard A. Sheppard, father, places an arm n on his son's
shoulder In court, and Ur. Sam. defendant, replies with a smile.
_
(Shows after being tentathelly accepted for Sheppard Jur), duty:
Mrs. Margaret F. Adams (left) and Ntrs. Beatrice P. Orenstein.
THESE ARE SCENES from first di gree murder trial of Dr. Samuel
Sheppard, 30, in Cleveland during selection of tentative jurors.
Women predominate the jury so tar. (international)
(-SIGN PACT TO RESTORE WEST GERMAN SOVEREIGNTY "
-
HUI IS THE HISTORIC signing of agreements in Paris which call for restoration of sovereignty to
West Germ aky and ending of occupation. From left, seated at table, are West German Chancellor
Konrad Adeffeuer, U. S Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, French Premisr Pierre Mendes-
France and British Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden. (international Radiaphoio)
DOOMED WIFE, HUSBAND SEEK A 'NEW MOTHER'
Jack Ford plays with adopted daughter Sheila. Doomed Kethlee.n In old album photo.
THE SIGN in a nelrhhorhood shop window In London read, 'Wanted: A Mother No 2 for an 8-year-
old girl. In about 18 months, according to doctor, Mother No '2 might become Mother No 1." That
was the way Jack Ford, 41-year-old interior decorator, broke the news that his wife Kathleen,
42. was doomed by tuberculosis and he needed someone to care for their adopted daughter Sheila.
He and Kathleen talked It over and she decided that before she dies she wants to know there will
be "someone to take my place as mother, and maybe as wife . . . We must do what Is best for
Sheila.. She is the future." Said Jack, "The deal definitely Includes marriage after • (international)
Actor Turns L
To Crooning
By VERNON SCOTT
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD lilt —Kirk Doue-
les has turned to crooning in
what he terms" an all-out assault"1
to prove he's a great musician al
heart.
The actor
"Whale of a Tale" and "The Moon
Grew Brighter.' He has killed two
birds with one record in that fe-
males will have an opportunity to
meson over his pear-shaped tones
while Kirk plugs his two latest
pictures.
-The one about the whale is
from '20000 Leagues Under The
Sea." Doullas grinned. -And tie
other is from 'Man Withsut A
Star.' Naturally, I'm in both of
them.
'This is my first fling at rec-
orda, and it may be my last. I
hste to say it, but I think the
rscord will keep disc jockeys from
leaving the post," he quipped.
Nothing To It
The jut-jawed star says there is
nothing to cutting a record if a
guS. can sing. "But I can't,' he
said.
"I've studied acting and Shakes-
peare all my life, trying to win an
Oscar, but no dice. Then along
cerne a couple of Crooners like
U. S. Tax Got Him
HANDCUFFED, Martin Accardo,
brother of Tony Aceardo, Chi-
cago underworld character,
leaves Federal court in Chicago
after drawing a three-year
prison term and 810.000 fine for
Income tax fraud. He also faces
a possible civil suit by the gov-
ernment to collect 8245.000 al-
legedly owed in taxes. in five-
year span. (Intesnational)
Plane, 21 Missing
• 0
GERMANY
t-o Fit•N'ttulT
LUXE/4401AM
FRANCE
Lyonsew
face
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ARROW TRACES Rome-to-Lyons
route of the USAF C-47 trans-
port plane which disappeared
with 21 persons aboard. A re-
port of a plane crash in the
French Alps near Nice was
being checked by searchers.
Originally plane left England
on navigation training flight,
Crosby and Sinatra and they both
collect the award So I'm moving
into their field, may be I've mis-
sed something."
Douglas admits he hasn't .been
the same since he appeared- on
Jack Benny's television rho' last
week. His banjo renditions have
gone to his head. And, as he tees
it, banjo playing is a lost art.
"I make no claims to beins a
singer." he said. "But my feelings
rre hurt over the number of peo-
ple who questioned whether I can
really play the banjo.
sCritize my acting if pou will."
Ihe added, his voice rising, -but
not my banjo playing. I'm acing
to revive this long-lost art. It's one
of the few instruments that is in-
ilgenous to this country.".,
lake 'Indigenous"
Kirk obviously was struck with
the word "ind4enous." He repeat-
ed it several times, ssvaring each
LAKEVIEW
DRIVE-IN
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"THE LAWLESS BREED"
starring Rock Hudson and
Julia Adams
SATURDAY ONLY
"COLUMN SOUTH"
with Audie Murphy and
Joan Evans
PLUS
'INVADERS FROM MARS'
starring Helen Cantor and
Jimmy Hunt
SUNDAY and MONDAY
"THE GREAT SIOUX
UPRISING"
— NOTICE
We will be showing only
Saturday and Sunday be-
ginning next week for the
winter months.
C.0 Y FADED —caPY F4 PFP"-C2P7 F4IDED
syllable, before drawing himself no
and cutting loose with a burst cf
erstory worthy of some sort of I
award.
"I want to hear the strumming
of banjos reverberating across thls
great land from coast to coast.
a great welling crescendo of Ante-
ing, plinking banjo- strings," he
boomed in mock steneorian tones.
"Imagine. if you can, the bestitj
cteated by this great country
bursting forth in song to the ac-
companiment of thousands, nay.
millions of quivering 4hanjes. s
"From the mountains. to tive
prairies, to the ocean's he beg,g
His press ,agent raised a -estrain-
ins hand and Kirk sank back,
hoisted from the emotional drama
he had concocted.
He appeared deep in glassY-eyed
thought for a moment. • -
"I play the guitar and harriorill
U.... too." he added with a witilise
Murray Ready Mix Co.
"Your Every Concrete Need"
Phone 1226 jMurray, Ky.
4
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— Wednesday — Thursday — Friday
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BEAUTY vs BEAUTY
the love of
4. JESSE JAMES!
PEGGIECASTirw• [YAM 0 BARRY
JACK 8EUTEL • RARON
PR !.•
TECHNICOLOR
isseics Istses Lag
Presentation
Revised Oyu United Artith
SATURDAY ONLY
"Rio Grande"
with John Wayne
Freeman Johnson
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Offers you this
BEAUTIFUL BRICK VENEER HOME
For $1400 down payment and the rest in small
Monthly Payments
FHA Approved
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• Three bedrooms, hardwood floors, insulated -
. throughout, electric heat. Located conveniently to
college at Farmer Avenue.
• There will be other homes built in this area that
will be sale soon.
Contact --f•
Freeman Johnson
Building Contractor and Supplies .
Murray Route One Phone 1378-M-2
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WOMEN'S PAGE
Jo Burkeen, Editor
Club News
Phone 694-M-4-0 or 1150-W Weddings
Activate
Locals
Mrs. Sudhoff Gives
Pittsburgh Recital
Mrs. Edwerd B. Sudheft of Cin-
ienati. Ohio. seer a peirro recital
at the Southerh Club of Pita-
1,urgh. Path e. first of October.
During her vise there, Mrs.
eddhoff was a g•i05t in the home
Mrs. le ilnarn Melon fermcner
7 Murray. and the daughter of
-as. Wallace McEtrath of Murray
.Irs. Major is an active member of
ete Pittsburgh organizatien and is
crying on the program committee
Ala year.
:hristian • Ti'omen's
r ellnwship Holds
Regular Program
The Cans.: an IA omen, renew-
nip of the First Christian Church
nelct it: regular mogithly general
meetirg at the ceurcluor. Tuesday.
Octooer 19. at two-mune o'clock
.n the afternoon.
-Stewardship • was tee theme
If the program far the meeting.
The guest speaker was Mz. C. E.
nroach who based his very in-
spirational and informative talk
m the book. And Gledly Give."
Mrs. E. A. Jannston gave the
ievot.cn.
The first rice-presedcr.t. Mrs.
ellaurice Cra_s. Sr.. p.osItted at
.he meting. Ann: eneement
-lade of the .e.e.a.:1 Clresten35
Ilzaar to be i.3 at the churcn
nday and Sete:nen?. Decend'
3-4.
It was also ar n enned that
World Cam ee...ty D. y sponsored
by the uni d Ceurch %omen of
Murray .wi be erted at tee F.ret
Carol:an Churen Friday. Noe-ern-
c ,.. 5.
A party plate as Fez ed to
each one Present by members of
7 e Bunnees Guild
SNEUEY S125.00
Weeding Ring $75.00
Furches
JEWELRY STORE
113 S. 4th St. Phrase l"3-.1
_7/
48
SHOPPING DAYS
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AFTER 13 DAUGHTERS, FINALLY A SON IS BORN
WITH HIS 13 DAUGHTERS looking on, Lloyd Brooks smoees a self-cen,erelulatory clear In his Pate-
neld. Me., home and contemplates with satisfaction the fact that at lee. he has a son. Mrs. Brooks,
a holds the new baby. Brooks, 39. is a 53)-a-week tzeick driver. Hu'. the non loses for him the MI*
at being father of the nation's ttrgest all-girl family. interim! ionni Boundit.hnin
Robert Perry Guest
Speaker :it Home
Department .11,..eting
Tee Hen.e Deparnic• .t of :ere
Murray Woman s Club met l'auzse
day. Ocreeber 21. at :wo-Le_rty
o'ceock in Inc afternaen at Lee
club :cause.
Mr. Robert Perry was tne gu-41
Volker- He sPolth on tree subjezt, Mr. and
Conununny Opportunities • in a have bet r.
• ety interesting and 13,....ratatiVe. mach.
wey. Mr. Perry- told of tee many
etelletereemararneektr•ein
eucat.oe, business, and M.21:02. Mr. and Mrs. 11,ber• Eugezz
...:e. He wes •-•-actueec by on Nance of Murray Route 1. our are
nacieren of the department. Mrs. the parents 437 a _see. weeen.ng six
, e B. Scott. poenls e:ght cu-.c-. bore at the
Mrs. Hun Swann was a. char," _ Murray Hospital Wectnese.ay, Octc- Mr. and Mrs Galon Monies
. f tne mue.cel preenim ar.3 leer 20. 13ce of Kerksey Route 1 wo are
•eaced studente ir • • • em the college. tee parents of a sor lecen at the
The:r selecuens were enjoYee 
Hare) Dale is the Merrey Hospital Tuesciae. Octobermenu ctiosen
cery rr.ucn oy the group .1. The brby weighed ex poundsby Mr. ant Mrs. Ilax:e Darre::Tae club neuse was Deeutnully :4 ounces and has been namedPucken. of Dexter for tec:r baby
ac.:orwied wirier the &racoon nalen Thomas  Jr.
WcIghing peunde 13 ounc-Mrs. John Ryan. Arra! gement,
es. born it the Murray Hospital
...ere et carysanterecr.uno. It ie.:5,
Nedeentay. October 20.
red innumn fonag. t e' • • •
Ref7P'me;" 4":e s"j'ed frcr'' ' Mr. arid Mrs. Wirion Wilsoni,ve_y appointed te.
Personals
ICIENTU CST
Debate Is Program
At The Dinner - Meet
Of The B&PW Club
ene likerellen and Proleasionel
Women's Club held its monthly
dinner ineeUng at Ma WOSItatt's
Club House Thursday October
11, at six-tturty o'cloce In the
evening.
lor the program for the evening
a debate was held with Caen.),
I Attorney Ruben U. Millen and Dr.C. S. Lowry of Murray State Col-lege as speakers. The create in-
volved the Barkley-Cooper cam-
paign.
The debaters were Introduced by
Mr. Ja.e.es L. Juhnson.
Mrs. Lucille Ross, president,
presided at the mertule. Plans
were made to begin toe sale of
Li-oil cakes en the next month.
The t..b.es were beautifully dec-
orated with arrangement., of fat.
flowers. The legulataoh committee
composed of Mrs. (Melee. Boyd.
chairman, Mrs. sienna Berry, Miss
Leola Erwin, Dr. Saran Hargis.
Miss Bettie Jane LAM tei, Mrs.
Ethel Key, Mrs. hdertleen Shipley,
and Miss Luta Thornton. was in
charge of the arrangemeaes for the
evening.
Approximately filty-five persons
were present.
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Stork Shower Held
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R JPERT E. STIVERS, D.S.C.
CHIROPODIST (Foot Specialist)
NOW OPEN
(Next To Ledger and Times)
Phcne 225
Office Open On Mondays, Wednesdays, 
and Fridays
Affiliated with Dr. Earl Slivers and Dr. Stanley
Stivers of Paducah, Ky.
Mrs. W. S. Johnfam, r-.otilier of
Mrs No.-man Klapp. was dismissed
from the Idurr - Hospital Wednes-
day evening wFtere he hed been
a patiert for toe past twc weeks
Her cond.non is greetlY 11•Peeved-
• • • •
Mrs. Austelle Crouse
vaceteen.ng in Detroit
other pcents
• • • •
Bourlard of Iterec anneunce the
birth of a deueenr. we4sr:1g
seven pounds. named Mitzu Etta.
born a: tne Murray flespital Sat-
urday. Oetcber 23
• • • •
Mr and Mrs' Wes:ye Payne
,Inebt Reuel of Hazel are Use
;wren:5 of a doe/titer barn al the
eterray Hespnal Surelay. October
24. Tne baby wc.grad eight pounds
and has been named Katherine
Gill
ory Lee is the name chosen
:1 en-- Ha".' Len
Mr. aid Mrs Robert Rowland
and ctuldren, Mike, Susan. and
Stevie, of Memphis. Tern., were
the guests lair weekend of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. It L. Wale
of Murray. and other reldrves in
Mayfield
• •2--o• •
of,.2.1•Irray Route two for
the.r baby boy. !..c.ceigning seven
pounds 12 ounces. burn at the
Murray Hospital Sundae, October
24.
• • • •
• • • •
Social Calendar
Mrs. James Pierce
Hostess For Meeting
Of The Kirksey Club
The Kirksey HomemaLers Club
met Tuesday. October le. at one-
thirty o'clock in the afteinoon in
te home of Mrs. James Pierce.
Each of the nine members an-
the roll call by telling of
a Halloween stunt or an idea for
Halloween entertaining Pdrs Mary
Edmonds and Mrs. John Cunning-
ham became new memos:re.
The club decided to send a box
of needed articles to the Fort
Cner.pbell hospital The members
are to bring articles to the No-
vember meeting and Us-: box will
be prepared then.
Much was learned from the les-
son on "Selection of Material for
Becomingnesse which was given
by Mrs. Jackie Tree an4 Mrs.
Keentkh 'Yellenete• 91 In"
"Ilepama-a•mm-amiaim Im•-Mas..4e41.•
Station chs.rrnen and the: garden-
ing notes were given by Mrs.
Hugh Gmgles.
The next meeting will be held
in the home of Mrs. Cecil Like.
• • • •
Bertha Smith Circle
Has Regular Meeting
rit The Boren Home
Mrs. Clarence Boren yrs, hostess
for the regular meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Seciety of
the Memorial Bapttst Church neld
• Tuesday, October 19. et seven.
thirty o'clock in the eeening
The chairman. Mrs L. D Cros-
land, presided over the busioess
session and the opening prayer
was led by Mrs Hulnn Wyatt
The program for th, evening
was taken hum the 1954-55 year-
book. Mrs. Pearl Phillips gave the
devotional on the subjecr. ellibmen
and Evangelism", with Scripture
reading from John 314
The Lotne Moon Cireie of 'he Mrs Porter Cnilcutt discussed
Wed.% of the First Bethel, Churee the topic. "Do You know the
will meet with Mrs. Edg_ir Shirley While Pm and Colors." Mrs. Owen
• .rv. :h rty o'clock. 11 ngton d Jeri rued the Yind
theme song. -Warn I bu•vey The
Wondrous Cross. The closing
prayer was by Mrs. Carlos Out-
land.
The hostess served refrestineets
to the eight members and one
visitor.
Monday. Neventher 1
The Jessie Ludwick Cuele of
Woman's ASsociatt. .n of College
Presbyterian Cnurch tine meet w-th
Mrs. Charlie Crawford at two-
thirty o'c.,nk. /tartar* note
change in meeting late.
• • • •
SHE'S WORLD'S TALLEST WOMAN
WORL0'5 WAIST WOMAN, 11-!ect-five Mies K. Van Depth of the
Neteenands, 13 inteneetced by a reporter in Hamburg, en route
to Berlin to appear 00 a film. • (let emotional)
Garden Department
To llold A Lecture
Demonstration
The titird:i Dees rtinere of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
an open meeting on Thursday,
November 4. at two o'clock in the
afternoon at the club house.
Mrs John Ballwey end Mrs.
Arthur YVolpert of Louisville will
be presented in a lecture on
-Living Jewels At Yoe Finger-
tips" in which thew will deinon-
 -5•••11011MIM••••••MII
CAPITOL
TODAY and SAT.
ALLAN
LANE
US
Serial and Cartoon
1111111WWIWIreelleWneireirr
-HERE'S HOW...
PRMA.Y, -OCTOBER -29,-1964
umir... PREPARE WOOD FOR FINISHING
- Ettore stain, Tanga or lac-
quer Is applied to a Project,
the crattatnaa should examine
It for dents, cracks, scratches
or ether blemishes.
Small deata may be removed
by placing a damp cloth over
them and applying a hot Iron.
Even sharp dente are made less
noticeable if the process is re-
peated and the wood marled
smooth.
Deep scratches and cracks
may be tilled with dick shellac,
which OMNI In various *Mora.
To use it, heat the end with a
match and let the shellac flow
into the opening. Whas it has
bardened, ,.and the surface.
Glaa spots should be pre-
vested by wiping off excess
glue before it dries, and then
seeding the surface. Glue will
not take stain.
For sanding hardwoods use
No. 1 garnet paper first, and
then successively finer papers,
finishing with No. 4-0. For
softwoods. start with No.',i
and finish with No. 2-0.
A handy sanding block is
shown below. This takes •
id-sheet of paper.
Si
For curved surfaces, wrap
sandpaper around a dowel.
arl2=2:73
Always sand with the grain, .
never across it.
dssJLsorsbor II• °star twee* Affillentiat•Sta
SUNDAY'S
TV Schedule
1:30
2:00
230
330
4:00
4:30
5:00
530
6 00
430
7 00
8.00
83.0
9.60
9 30
10 00
10.15
10:45
WLAC-TV
liUNDA1
Hall-Mitchell l)et,ate
Now And Then
Adventure
The Search
Man Of The Week
Youth Takes A Stand
The American Week
You Are There
Lassie
Private Secretary
Toast Of The Toon
G. R Theatre
Celeste Holm Shnw
Father Knows Belt
Wiser s iteyetbf
Buday Spec I
TEA
Ease Off
WSM-TV
SUNRAY
12 00 Youth Wants To Know
12 30 Frontiers Of Faith
1 00 Professional Footban
3 45 Sports For The Family
4.00 Hall Of Fame
4:30 The World Tins Week
5 00 L.iberaee
*40, Vanderbilt Footban
am People Are Funny
640 Mr Peepers
7-00 Colgate Comedy Hour
00 Television rheatre
9 00 Inner Sarctum
930 Illov mime
11:00 Loretta Young Skew
• el
WMC-TV
SUNDAY
940 Sign On
11.411 The Chrutophens
10.16 The‘ is the Life
10.43 Mr Wizard
11:15 David Brinkley's Newsroern
11:30 To be announced
1200 Twenty Questions
12 30 Catholic Hour
LOD Cleveland Browns vs. Chi-
gtrate flower arrangements inter-
preting subjects from art, litera-
ture. dance, and opera.
Following the lecture-eernonstra-
non. a tea will be held
All members of the Murray Wo-
man's pun are invited to atten
and each member of the Card. ,
Department has been s,•nt ta
invitations to mail to two sues:,
not members of the elute
3:40
3:45
4:00
430
5:00
5.30
600
6 30
700
00
10.00
10 15
10.30
11:60
12:00
eago Cards
News
Adventure
Community Chest
Hopalong Cassidy
Meet the Press
Roy Rogers
Corliss Archer
Mr. Peepers
Comedy Hour
Diamond Jubilee o:
News
Clete Roberts
Story Theater
Jigsaw
Sign Off
Sights
Jeanette Rankin of Montana
was the firsi weman to be elented
Jana. 'She vot-en agaimegneale/7 Sal* Witela WA
In -11117." dropped out Of Congress,
and returned in 1941 ;.,nd voted
against entry into World War 11.
CLOVERLEAF
MOVIE COLLEGE
•
NEW HAVEN, Conn. UPI - A
Yale instructur says wine stu-
dents are nusfes because they en-
visioned college as a place of en
play and no work. Riehard B.
Young says that too mare, under-
graduates expected to find a "daily
round of fun and games to the
accomponinlent of music that con-
stitutes a college in the movies."
95 Drive-In
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"RETURN TO TREASURE
ISLAND"
in Color
starring Tab Hunter and
Dawn Addams
PLUS
"THE BANDIT OF
SHERWOOD FOREST"
in Technicolor
with Cornet Wilde and
Anita Louise
SATURDAY ONLY
"CHARGE AT FEATHER
RIVER"
starring Guy Madison,
Frank Lovejoy, and
Helen Westcott
SUNDAY and MONDAY
"SASKATCHEWAN"
in Tecnicolor
starring Alan Ladd and
Shelly Winters
411,4rgArAdMilir
TODAY and SAT.
ALAN LADD
IN 14, WHAIL (.IF AN
ADVENTURE!
Technicolor
MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Superior Ambulance Service
Lquipped With Oxygen
311 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.-Phone 98
-rile FRIENDLY Ft et R.1.1. HOME"
DODGE has done it
Flair-Fashiened • • •
...better wait!
Loartirig Itovrtmbet 17
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NOTICE-
U WANT TO IIENT A
g machine fur 30 clays, call
Richardson. phone 14 02 i,•
AL EQUIPMENT Al TUR•
in Coldwater. Can grind
in all cars w .hout re-
engine, with a new
k d
guar-
-Bursted b.-kJ repaire.
ers rebored ...nd rrds align-
have the 1-rgest auto ma-
e.op Callo-ay County.
will eave money. bj seeing
uman Turner in Co,dwater
nate
R SEWING vIACHINE
 i representative in !dui ,..y. 
For
Sales, Service, Repair, contact
Leon Hall, 1411 Popia: pli Jae
1074-R Tr'C
.NATIONAL HOMES PAC MAK-
er on display. 2-3-4 .edroam
homes. Down payme 'Is st-rl
$350. Eligible FBA Loarie. Budd
in Murray.lind surroundi''g Areal
Calvert Construction fig p.. 300 K.
14th. St.. Benton, Ky.,Iohone 3062.
030c
NOTICE: AGNES FAIR BEAUTY
Shop on Elm St. Wear 12tni opep
Monday through Satuld.y-Als4
evenings by appointment- Call
583. flint
OSSWORD PUZZLE
a-Arlin, lal
language
33-Sacred so.•111
of fly
-Jumpod
hair
one side
42-Sunburn
44-Musical
dramas
44-lieuree
47-Title of
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3-Death
4 -A ;rov, Mg out of
5- hlraect
6- article
.1.irosite
middle of
ship's side
ft-Loseen
9-Order of nuns
10-Pilaster
11-cleinese
16-Prefix: flown
ls--Slake amends
2n-insane
21 -Inclined
driveway
22-Poems
23-Temporary
bed
25- Arnerkan
larch
3, -Trees
2s-Sheet.fr,ld
35-Slack
71
34 -('hsoses
1S-Flwordsman's
duninis stake
114-Finlt
a-Turkish
01•U•nti
Sa-LTilki et
reaper t
44- he defeated
41-Saored lull
42-Initials of 24th
Prenldent
44-I 'ti
It-Writing fluid
46- horn
17-Pr,onun
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MU YOUR STORM WINLX)W3
lit Urban G. Starks & Son tor
less. 12th & Poplar Stri ts, le.
- ---
SAVE MONEY: INSTALL, YOUR
own TV antenna, rotor mask,
stand, etc. Phone 1940 attcr 4 p.m.
nap.
MAKE $20.00 DAILY. SEL,L kym-
inous nate plates Writs Pffeves
Co., Attleboro, Mess., tree sample
and details. nip
MAKE EXTRA MONEY. AD-
dress, Mail postcards srare time
each week. RICO, 143 Belmont.
Belmont, Mass. n20c
Wanted To Buy
WANTED: A k'EW FLOCKS OF
Barred Rocks 'and Efu'f Orping-
ton's to buy hatching eggs from.
Murray Hatchei y. Murray. Ky
one
ADVENTURE and romance
are shared by action star
Alan Land and lovely Joan
Tetzel in Columbia Pic-
tures' "Hell Below Zero,"
new Wekarwick Production
in color by Technicolor at
the Varsity Theatre today
and tomorrow.
ewè4&T1rTdQ
e""'-awikw'-',*".• 451 ROBERT MARTIN 
APTER TWENTY•FOUR
RAN back into the frOnt-room.
,d Judy from the divan and laid
3 lace down on the floor. trying
remember what I knew about
iliclal respiration I knelt over
3 with my hands on the small of
r buck and oegan to awing
backward and forward.
g Wenn; the pressure of my
rids, ger body was limp De-
ath me, but I kept ft up until
sweat ran down my face, and
V is ept thinking that it was no
lbw. that she was dead. But I Kept
041 I don't know how long, anti at
t I heard the screech ot Makes
U the sound of flying stone.
, ern swept past the front win.
,es. a car door slammed, and
ct pounded on the porch. Dr.
t tinny Mazzini burst into the
rn, tarrying his bag, his eyes
(.1 In nis dark face. He had
own nil tweed overcoat oyes
striped pajamas, and his shoe
es were untied.
Ile saw what l was trying to do,
and he said, "Good, good," and
illgibithed me away. •
1 st000 up He knelt beside the
Ill torm of the girl, and his
rids went over ner swiftly. He
ttered something, amid tiepin
e respiration motions I'd been
aking. "Blankets," he snapped
t rue. "And coffee-hot and
ack."
I got both items quickly.
I went to the phone and asked
e operator fur the Homer Hollis
esidencc.
Sandy answer ed and 1 knew that
he' hadn't gone to bed, but nail
en sitting downstairs in the
rkness Quickly I told ner what
ad happened, and asked her to
ake my car and come to Judy
irk land s
She asked no questions, but said
imply, "All right, Jim."
"I think she s coming around,"
e doctor panted as I joined him
am.
She ;ill' looked dead to me, but
wasn't a doctor.
ridge," ne breathed. "Too
c lie lifted her into his arms
ar, i pulled one of the blankets
o., r her. It was then that I saw
h, eyelids quiver. lie saw it, too,
suddenly he laughed, a wild,
azy sound. Ile held ner close,
lul,ng the olanXet around her,
ail In, said softly, "You crazy lit-
fool, you sweet hitt! idiot." He
,sed her cheeks and her eyes.
I turned away, thinking that 1
uld get some coffee for myself,
I lus soft voice stopped me.
nnett."
I turned and looked at him.
"Thanks:. he said.
"You don't have to thank me.
--aly Hollis is ,oming over. I
ereil.el no. o
"Good. She can stay aiUl Judy
tonight"
"Somebody better stay with
Iler," I said. "She might try It
again."
He frowned. "How did you hap-
pen to and bee?"
I looked at him steadily. "1
wanted to see her about a personal
matter She didn't answer my
knock. and I came inside. I found
a note in her typewriter, and I
smelled gas. She was upstairs in
S bedroom, the door and windows
locked I smashed the door and
found her on the bed with the gas
turned on."
"Note?' he said. with a puzzled
frown ''What did it say 7"
"Nothing about you."
-I wasn't thinking of that," he
said quietly. He iooked down at
Judy Kirkland. She had •a little
color now and appeared to be
sleeping peacefully. "She'll be
pretty groggy for • while," the
doctor said, as it talking to him-
self. He looked up at me. "Let me
see the note."
I moved around the room clos-
ing Windows
"Let me see it."
I shook my head "I'm sorry.
I'm turning it Over to the sheriff."
paused, and then added, "It's a
confession of murder She killed
Rex Bishop, and she tried to kill
Ralph 'Hollis "
-You're crazy7 he said. "Why
would she--"
"People kill for a lot of reasons.
Jealousy is one of them."
"But I know she never really
loved Ralph Hollis." he said.
"She-"
"Maybe not," I said, "but he
spurned nee it you'll pardon the
expression, and she couldn't stand
that If she couldn't have him, she
didn't want anyuna else to have
him, either. Dog in the manger
stuff. The psychologists have •
name for It"
He looked bewnnered. "But why
did she try sincide""
-Remorse,- 1 said "Bell blame.
Reaction to What she'd done, may-
be fear of discovery Who knows"
Once more I heard a car in the
drive, ana saw the lights Rash
across the windows. "That'll be
Sandy," I said.
He said desperately, "Let me
talk to Judy beture-before you
call the anent. Will you promise
wan until I can talk to her?"
"All right." I said
Sandy came In and looked quick•
ly at the figure of Judy Kirkland.
"She'll be all right," I told her.
"Thanks to your friend, Ben-
nett," the doctor said with a trace
of irony.
Sandy entled a red woolen start :1,5111.
from 1/Pe ro.ad and took off a 1,...,1 (To Re Con
tinuer/
gabardine t, oat_ Except fee
stockings, she was completely
dressea in a red skirt, black Sweat-
er and saddle °Mord& She 'politic
like s nigh-school freshman.
The doctor said, -Sandy, would
you bring - some snore coffee,
please." He bent over the divan.
Sandy gave me a puzzled look,
and I shrugged. She entered the
kitchen, arid I went up the stairs.
At the landing I glanced back Or.
Ma2.111 'la had turned and was
watching me. He looked away
quickly, and I went on up to the
hail and down to the room where
I'd found Judy
I closed the window I'd unlocked
and opened. Mere were two win-
dows, and the other was locked
with the same type of catch on the
maids. The quilted oover on 'hi
bed showed the long, slim depres-
sion of Judy's body. She had lain
quietly, waiting for death. Her
angarprints would tie on the gas
vanes, Lt I nadn't ameariv them,
and on the inside door knob, and
the key. I moved to the door The
bolt nad splintered the casing, Out
the key was still In the lock I got
down on my Knees, dropped a
handkerchief over the key, and
turned it. The bolt slid back, and
I removed the key. It was an ordi-
nary house key with alt open ring
at one end, a slender old-fashioned
key, unlike the short, fiat modern
ones.
I stood up, moved over beneath
the ceiling light, held the key an
the handkerchief and inspected it
carefully. Just a steel key, rather
dull and a little rusty. Ghs the
inside of the ring a tiny some-
thing glinted in the light. I squint-
ed, and held the key closer, think-
ing that I needed glases. The ob-
ject was a yellow speck, a tiny
flake of something. It disappeared
wne,n I touched It, and I cursed
sofUy. The laboratory boys would
scream and tear their hair at
my clumsiness. But there weren't
any lab boys within a hundred
miles, and it probably didn't mean
anything, anyhow. just a minute
fleck of yellow something on the
inside ring of the end of an old-
taahioned key in the lock of st
room where • driven and reMorse-
lui girl had turned oh the gas and
walled in quiet despair for the
long sleep.
put the key back in the lock
tor the sheriff to examine, it no
wanted to examine it, turned off
the light and stepped out into the
hall. I Look two steps toward the
slaws betore I heard the whisper
of mound behind me. I turned, hut
far too slowly. A dazzling light
exploded behind my eyes, and thee
there was nothing, sot even black-
FOR SALE
Slav= 1
I-Frosted and clear glut. kitchen
.ixture on 10 In.Lhrorin Hese - 3
bulbs. 1 6 in. Fixture (same style)
uses I bulb. Both for hal/
Call IIIM nights, 55 days. ti
_
FOR SALE: =IMAGERS COAT.
Size 10. uooci as new ie-oin only
tew times. Call 1164. nic
FOR SALE: FUEL OIL E.EATP.:R.
Will neat three or tour rooms.
Phone 946 W 1 nine
FOR SALE: USED RE/ HILIEttn-
tom. 648.50 & up. Riley i/ Furni-
ture & Appliances. 510 W gain
St. Ph. 587 o'29c
10614 SALE: LONG C AR MAGI.:
Underwood typewriter. Good .Con-
damn. Priced reasonable tbr quick
sale. See H. M. Perry or Ph. 224
from 7:1./0 a.m. to 5:00 pin. rilc
 
- 
FOR SALE: GIRL'S WINTER
cort and sleeks size 3. (Loa conei-
hon. Call aal w o30c
MR SALE:' WARM IV
heater. Good. as new. D. I. West.
1606 kftimillbn Ave. 0301.
EvERGREWS: In goo's aesort-
ment, of finest *Relay. Dug, ready
to go. £1 prices ou can af.cird to
pay. Shupe Ignrseries, Sechio3noac,
Kentucky.
SPECIAL: UiliED APARTMENT
size range-lake new $125
Riley's kurniture & Applian;
510 W Main, Ph. 587 o29e
SEI;;LER OIL SPACE HEATERS
give you warmer floor: through-
out the house' Sold only by
Urban G. Starks & oar. 12th &
Poplar St. Phone 1142. o29c
_
TWO GOOD NORGE WASHERS
Look like new'. Priced to sell.
Economy Hardware. Peune 575.
one
FOR : SILVt:R1TO7IE
Wire Recorder 120. 3:2 Broad
Street. Phone 1895-J o'
FOR SALE • USED WASHING
machine. Wringer type Exeelleni
condition_ Call 685-R or ;cc at '212
South 11th Street. o30::
Wanted To Rent I
WANTED TO RENT: ,RLLIAilLE,
permanent residence, eidi,i tck rent
a modern unfurnished house. Ex-'
cellerni reLe.in.c.3. Cali 196 or
977M4 tic
E Wanted
WANTED: Radio and 1 clevision
Service man. Salary plue COIT1T1111-
sjon. Also, Fire and Aute, Insur-
ance 'salesman. Apply Jobs Un-
limited Unemployment Agency
1144 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.,
Telephone 28161. oN)e
WANTED: YOUNG MAN (PRE.e
erably marrieni. Must oc depend-
able. full tare employrIent. Hol-
land Drug Co tic
1 SERVICES OFFERED
RID YOU,' FiChs.P. OFFilZthtl'i'se
ind insect Expert wens Ca
441 or rs• 4tam Kelley ref.
PHOTOGRAPH -
and 1POMMercial. Welfti and Wra-
ther Studio, South Side Square,
Murray. sulk
FOR RENT I
FOR RENT 4 ROOM APT., HUT
water wiled for electric stove
Ketch en cabinets. Fs° a Month.
South lOtn Call 1374-4. oltic
FOR RENT: ?"URNISHED A PART-
ment. Electrically equipped Phone
1317. o30c
1-1474,.A111-1
Science Features 
Help For The Parkinson's Patient 
•
Few chronic diseases strike their victims with such merciless impact
as Parkinson's disease, also known as shaking palsy. Nearly 1,000,000
Americans suffer from this ailment which deteriorates key nerve cen-
ters in the brain and, while leaving the victim in full possession of his
mental ability, subjects him to extreme physical handicaps in the form
of muscle rigidity, severe trem- •
bling and a mask-like facial
expression.
Beginning with a slight quiver,
usually in the right arm or hand,
the disease progresses until the
shaking may become so violent it
interferes with normal living.
With the trembling come periods
of muscle rigidity and stiffness
that make even walking extremely
difficult and produce the charac-
teristic shuffle of the Parkinson's
victim.
Lie almost total lack of control
makes what to the normal person.
Is the simplest habit a discourag-
ing, near-impossible task for the
person with Parkinson's disease.
Simple functions, like drinking a
glass of water, opening a door,
and dresaing, become major prob-
lems. Speech too is affected. There
is a slurring and running togeth-
er of words. Facial expressions be-
come fixed; blinking is reduced.
,e cause of the deterioration of
y nerve centers is known in
cases: the virus causing
si-eeping sickness is responsible in
some instances; hardening of ar-
teries in the bratri in others. Often,
however, the *muse is a mystery.
There is, unfortunately, as yet
no cure for Parkinson's. There is
much that can be done, however, to
relieve the victim, both of the de-
bilitating symptoms, and the
crushing emotional effects of the
disease.
Many drugs are available to
ease the trembling and to relax the
stiff'. in 4 r•- 1^^^ One of the
recent, Pal-Melo!, ...is been pa.•
larlyst.c1-*is.3 in ii.•::`"H7
der,: and rovid;n: f
From the tremor as 'iv,-
40se
FOR RENT 3' 21008.1 UNIFU ft
nushed apartment. Pre.,ate e.
tranz-e. Rent reasonable. YU Not!'
8th or call 914-W. r,.
3 ,$14,1144.4.PAR1
meat. Separate bath. J.o-
from college On Rfan az.d Ku i-
lucky Avenues $30 Phone 721 nlc
FOR RENT: SM A U I. FOUK
room house with bath. tint wa'er.
Piped in oil Iie,er CoIl 1064-J-1
nlp
Fed Today's Classifieds
NANCY
AUNT FRITZI--- WILL
YOU DRIVE ME TO
THE HALLOWEEN
PARTY TONIGHT?
- FAR g etre--
Liu AJMER
87 per cent of 300 patients in test
studies were benefited by the drug,
some to a remarkable degree.
As one might expect, massage
and heat treatment have an impor-
tant role in the treatment of shak-
ing palsy when applied carefully
and under a physician's super-
vision.
Recently, a new surgical tech-
nique, which involves cutting and
tying a small artery in the brain,
has been successful in relieving
many of the symptoms, although
it is still too soon to evaluate this
procedure.
Finally, there is much the doc-
tor is able to do to help the patient
"live with the disease," explaining
its nature, suggesting activities
and hobbies to keep the mind occu-
pied and to increase dexterity, and,
in general, bettering the patient's
outlook on life, an all important
need of the Parkinson's victim.
Even though there is as yet no
cure for Parkinson's disease, it is
encouraging that medical science
has succeeded in easing the dam-
aging effects of it, both physically
and emetionally.
Page Five
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Christmas tr.pr.s allowed to stand
in a pale of water sweeten,41'
a cu;. us 6iigar will retain fresA-
ness many days longer.
*IlmoslallmoWannmiasm-
Marshall Co.
DRIVE-IN
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
"NAVY BOUND"
with Tom Neal and
endy Waldron
PLUS
"STAR OF TEXAS"
with Wayne Morris, Rick
Vallin and James Flavin
SUNDAY and MONDAY
"GAMBLING HOUSE"
starring Victor Mature and
Terry Moore
1111311M111111111C MEM=
11111•11111111111111111=h,
BILL
SAYS
A gas station out East
hired glamour girl at-
tendants w h o kiss
each customer that
Kays, "Fill 'er up!"
Trouble is, now the
customers just drive a-
round the block.
BILL'S STANDARD
STATION
Across I. rum Pre-toff it e
.040
NOTICE
Please do not sweep leaves or trash onto city streets.
Also let us remind you that it is ualawful to burn leaves
or trash on city streets or right of ways.
LOOK, AUNT
FRITZI---
AH SO WANTS MA)-I BABY T'
HAVE A PAIR 0' SHOES, HIS
SIZE -AN' LIKEWISE VACAPE
TH' HORRORS 0' SADIE
HAWKINS DAY if-
ABBIE an' SLATS
Signed: CITY STREET DEPT.
By Lrnie Bushmiller
--- I PAINTED OUR
HEADLIGHTS
IT'LL GIT AROUND THET HE'S
YALLERff -NO DOOPATCH I50/
EVER GOT MARRIED UP, %NW.-
OUT PUT T IN'
URA FIGHT?,
I DON'T KNOW WHEN HIS
SO-CALLED CASE IS COMING UP
FOR TRIAL, EMMA, WHAT I 'iO
KNOW IS THAT WE'D BETTER
 6ET THERE
T ME --
By Al Capp
IF HE LOSES HIS
BACHELORHOOD, LET
HIM LOSE IT, LIKE
A MAN-ON SADIE
HAWKINS DAY!!
1a. 1.1 Per
‘,14 11•.•••1
- - - 
 
 - I
ly Raeburn Van Buren
YOU FIND ANYTHING MAYBE.'
IN THOSE BOOKS THAT'S JUST
GOIN' TO MAKE THE JURY KEEP 014
TAKE ANY EASIER .) LOOKING
ME FOR CAUSING EikN,E UNTIL I DO,
JENKS T' FRACTURE SLATS 
.y
HIS SKULL'? /---_
5'
I. 
THE LEDGER AND -41MB:3, MUliitAy., KENTUCKY
,,f OMEN'S PAGE Club News Activitie
Jo Burkeen, Editor Phone 694-M-4-0 or 1150-W Weddings Locals
Mrs. Sudhoff Gives
Pittsburgh Recital
Mrs. Ed rdB. Susineft of Cin-
Innen, Ohio, gave a piaeo recital
sr the Sauthern Club of Pitts-
wizen, Pa...the first ,sf Getober.
During • her ens:t there, M:s.
Sudkoff Was a gent in the home
: Mrs. V,Iliam Miner, Icirmern•
' Murray, end the daughter of
:rs. Wallace McE:rant af Murray
.Ira. Major is an active rye:Tiber at
the Pittsburgh orgenizatein and is
crying on the program ferzunittee
AlS year.
• S • •
'-hristian Tl'oyneft's
Fellowship Holds
Regular Program
Tre L - V, nee. -
of the Feet I. re Claich
aeld It. regale; rineiney general
meeting at the ,earre Tuesdey,
..artooer 19. at tee-nine.: o'c.lock
.n the afternoon.
rStewardslup-, was tee thane
If the program far the meeting.
• -The guest ` spanker wa Mi. C. E.
Broach who based his very in-
ational and informative talk
in the book. "And Glanly Give.'
Mrs. E. A. Jonnstort "'eve the
Stec/non.
The first vice-president, Mrs
.111aurtre Crair. Sze presiaed
.he meeting. Annzadenrent w -
:lade of the tnntnil Christmas
:Izaai to be h.la at the . churcn
Friday and §aturday. Dectrabl•
S-4.
I; was ales anneurced that
World Caen i. ty Day seonsered
by the uni d Church %omen of
Vurray .wi'l be held at the First
Carietian Churen Frielay. Novem-
b se 5.
A party plate nes eeteed
e-ach one present by rneenbers
1. e Busins Guild.
•
•
•
. .better wait!
hovember 17
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AFTER 13 DAUGHTERS, FINALLY A SON IS BORN
WITH HIS 13 DAUGHTERS lonking on, Lloyd Brooks smokes a selneengretulatory cigar in his Pitts-
nein Me , horn* and contemplates wita satisfaction the fact that at la:. he has a sun. Mrs. Brook;
38, hclas the new baby. Brooks, 3. Is a ea )-a-week tneelt driver. 13u'. the son lases for him the title
of being father of the nation's largest all-eirl family. thiterriationts1 SounAnItnin
Robert Perry Guest
Speaker At Home
DepartMent Meeting
The 'Flame Detaartmeet
Murray Womans Club z.e;
clay. October 21. a: 7 WO- in.rty
cic..rck in tee atternaan at tha
to ciliptsoue.•
Mr. Robert Perry was the gu.st
speaker. He spoke on Inc sulneet.
Community Upearturatnn , in a
cry interesting sad anertliative
ee). 3/11. Perry tad of .ae tr.a.ay
1 tweremetager otrillne-conrenonety-eneucet.e,n. Pusinees, arid
a:e. He A '  • ' el' by tnn.
ereireeer. of the department. Mrs
U. B. Scott.
Mo. Jean Sea= was o.
tne musical prognam san initra-
.aced students Irem tlie college.
ineir selections were eneoyen
KeeP s ikke
C I AM O.tJ se .6
SHEl.'. EY S125.00
V•e.:Aing Ring $75.03
Furches
JEWELRY STORE
lit r. 4th St ['hen, P. :-J
48
SHOPPING DAYS
'Til
CHRISTMAS
crto- ca'nvels.te'Itt.3.e
IA. NW! "II
S WP--
01136‘311Y 51:
scie sq• 7"n •,A
A, 
411'4
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40AROI (11,•Milirenr Route two for
tne2e beby boy. •wertgrung seven
peunds 12 ounces. bone at the
Murray Hospital Sundae. October
24. •
Mr. and Mrs Galen rhonias
Bell of Klrksey Route 'two are
i the parents of a son bo! n at - the
Harvey Dale is  .  Murry Hospital niesdai. October
very rr.uen oy the iirzaP -----------2.. The briby welched ex poundsby Mr. ani Mrs. Max,e Darren ,Tat oltib n...-u.Se was Deautinally 4 ounces and has been namedPucke2 of Dexter for tacir baby . -j.-orate d under the direction .: Galosh Thamat Jr.
rad wellthinn six paunde 13 ounc- -Mrs John Ryan. Arra: gemertis 
• • • •es. born at the Murray Hospital
- ere et cnrysentne..nume. tient., vt.,. oc,.,..0..r 2u.
:lb ag:ierzen tourre,-. 
• • • •
ner'''','sZj 
"':' 1":".° f":--
 
Mr. and Mrs. Wirii e W
. inee.e appoieted tee tenle. :air.
Personals
Mrs. W. S. Johnston, r-.other of Mr. arid Mrs. Robert Rowland
Mrs. Norman Klapp, was eismissed arid children, Mike, Susan, and
tram the Murrá Hesprtal Wednes- Stevie, of Memphis, leen., were
day evening wPtere 'le had been the guesis tar weekend of their
panert for tne post twc weeks parents. Mr. and Mrs. it L. Wale
Her condron is greetly reproved. of adueray, and other eel -byes in
• • • • MaYEeld
Mr. and Mrs. Austelle Crouee
have been vacreareng in Detroit.
Micla, end, other points-
• . • • •
Mr and Min R,ber• Eugee7
Nance of Murray Route Seur are
he parents o' a e::.7 we%h.ng
pounds e.get nic r. born at the
Mie'ral Hospital Wednesday, Ode-
her 20.
• • • •
Beurlar.d of beritce an: ,
' Sc"'"  ut Lle t3.:91 of a daughter. weinannilrvice.
sever. paunds. narr.ed Mitzle Etta.
f-r the r7--"r ta.ini a: the Murray Hespital Sat- The Jessie Lar ck Circle et
bt. urday. October 23 Woman's Associat •ri of College
cenuarrn Mrs. slily:aro rtagedeie, ' • • • • Presbyterian Church will meet with
V•"1/-11'n J'"' Mr. and Mrs. WeVey pa v. ne ..irs. Clearlie Cra vet d at two-
.Vi,. ans. J Li. rer•n. •hirty o'clock. alma. re note
.Dubi Wessell of Hazel are the -
• . • • 
:range meeting late.parents of a deaghter barn at the
Murray Herpital Sur.day. Octoner • • • •
24. The baby weighed eteht peudis
ar d has been named Katherine
C;31:.
- Social Calendar
Stork Shower Held
Saturday Afternoon
.1t The Sertnn Honk'
o.d
• K
•
u; • ! eanaa nirin
n
A, tr.
p ..',
. .
re -
I R JPERT E. STIVERS, D.S.C.CHIROPODIST (Foot Specialist)NOW OPEN
(Next To Ledger and Times)
1. 
Phcne 225
Office Open On Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays
Affiliated with Dr. Earl Slivers end Dr. Stanley
Stivers of Paducah, Ky.
r
I fty per.. e.
.s • eaft•
. .
H e.
!.t. a, ci hies.
'Pr-
I! p;tal on
..P
erriber 1
The Lottie Moor Circle of the
WaitS, of the lanet Biptat Churee
feitrry Lee Is the name chosen will meet with Mrs. Edger Shirley
" ^"! -Mr- Ho--I j n :tarty o'clock.
-41C.
Debate Is Program
At 7'he Dinner Meet
Of l'he B&PW Club
itnetnes• end Praiensionil
Won.en's Club held its monthly
dinner meeting at the WOCarill'ir
Club House Thursday Uatober
21. at six-thirty o'cloct in the
eve'nirngthro e program for the evening
a debate was held with Coua'y
Attoe-ney Robert U. Miller and Dr.
C. S. Lowry of Murray State Col-
lege es speakers. The create in-
volved titie Berkley-Cooper cam-
paign.
The debaters were initronuced by
Mr. JaeLes L. Johnson.
Mrs. Lucille Ross. president.
presided at the meetuia. Plans
were made to begin Lie sale of
fruit cakes in Use next month.
The t..b:.es were beautifully dec-
orated with arrangement, of tali
flowers. Tne legislation committee
cemposea of Mrs. Unenie Boyd,
chairman. Mrs. cielma berry, Mats
Leola Erwin, Dr. Saran Mugu,
Miss Bettie Jane Lamatei, Mrs.
Ethel Key, Mrs. Myrtleen Shipley,
arid Miss Luta Thornton, was in
charge of the arranges:neat, for the
evening.
Approximately fifty-five wreons
were present.
.1aaleRGe
• • • •
Mrs. James Pierce
Hostess For Meeting
Of The Kirksey Club
The Karkaey HomeeneLers Club
met Tuesday, October 19. at one-
thirty o'cbock in the aftei noon in
te home of Mrs. James Pierce.
Each of the nine members Am"
swered Use roll call by telling of
a Halloween stunt or an idea for
Halloween entertaining Mrs. Mary
Edmunds and Mrs. John Cunning-
ham became new mernoers.
The club decided to send a box
of needed articles to the Fort
Campbell hospital The members
are to bring articles to the No-
vember meeting and tin: box will
be prepared then.
Much was learned from the les-
on•"Selection of Material for
Becomingneali" Which wae given
by Mrs. Jackie Trepg. anq Mrs.
KeentRh 'Entfinetr' .-'4 ‘''*T1
ellepeeeernwesie-analwelep-thwaledire
eration chairmen and :tit garden-
ing notes were given by Mrs.
Hugh Gingles.
The next meeting will be held
in the home of sirs cecu Like.
• • • •
Bertha Smith Circle
Ilas Regular Meeting
At The Boren Home
Mn. CLarence Boren wa• hostess
for the regular meeting of the
Woman s Mrssionery Seciety of
the Memorial Baptist Church amid
Tuesday. October 19. et seven-
tnirty o'clock in the esening
'he &unman, Mrs L Cros-
land, presided over the business
session and the opening prayer
was led by Mrs Milian Wyatt
The program for th- evening
was taken horn the Hef'4-55 year-
book. Mrs. Penr1 Phillips gave the
devotional on the subject. ''iNtlaseti
and Evangelism". with Scripture
reading from John 3.14
Mrs Porter Cnilcutt discussed
the topic. "Do You know the
WMU Pin and Colors." Mn,.Owen
likli.ngton du/cussed the WM el
theme song. 'Warn I Survey The
SHE'S WORLD'S TALLEST WOMAN Wondrous Cross" The closing
1
,l'fr;ei e
1 tinGailen l'ALLEST WOMAN, II-feet-nee Mlaa K. Van Deyck of the
, Nei: einae, 13 1rv.t vienca by a reporter La Barrliblurtmatioge, en route
di to Berlin to appear fi a film, 
a 
i
•
prayer was by Mrs. Carlos Out-
land.
The hosteee served r, treshmete
to the eight members and one
visitor.
Garden Department
To Hold A Lecture
Demonstration
The Lard, n Dale: rtmen' of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
an open meeting on Thursday,
November 4, at two o'clock in the
afternoon at the club house.
Mrs John Eliallwey and Mrs
Arthur Wolpert of Louisville will
be presented in a lecture on
"Living Jewels At Yon Finger-
tips" in which thew will deinon-
CAPITOL
•
' TODAY and SAT.
ALLAN
LANE
LUS
Serial and Lattoon
WWN'1011810".lilor ymew-nrir 51••• •••••••-- 
HERE'S HOW • 111
4•P
immr- . . PREPARE WOOD FOR FINISHING
• Before stain, varnish or lac-
quer is applied to a project,
the craftsman should emirate.
it for deists, cracks, scratches
or ether blenashea
Small deata way be removed
by placing a damp cloth over
them end applying a hot Iron.
Even sharp dents are made less
setieeable if the process is re-
peated and the wood seeded
siouotl.
Deep scratches and reacts
may be filled with stick shellac,
wkidi COMM in various salon.
To use it, heat the end with a
match and let the shellac flow
trite the opening. V lies it has
hardened, sand the surface.
Glee spots should be pre-
vested by wiping off excess
glue before it dries, and then
seeding the surface. Glue will
not take stain.
For rumen-rig hardwoods use
No. 1 garturt paper first, and
then successively finer papers,
finishing with No. 4-0. For
seftwoods, start with No.Ys
and finish with No. 2-0.
A handy sanding block is
shown below. This takes a
14i-sheet of paper.
For curved surfaces, wrap
sandpaper arc-ma
afEESZE21::::1
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MOVIE COLLEGE
Always sand with the grain, •
never across it.
aseisesai Limber itanstartarers AwssuOrs
SUNDAY'S
TV Schedule
WLAC-TV
1:30 Hall-Mitchell Debate
2:00 Now And Then
2.30 Adventure
3 30 The Search
4:00 Man Of The Week
4:30 Youth Takes A Stand
5:00 The American Week
5.30 You Are There
6 00 Lassie
6 30 Private Secretary
7:00 Toast Of The Town
8:00 G. 4. Theatre
830 Celeste-- Holm Show
9:00 Father Knows Beep
930 Whatide
10 00 tiuriday "11-41"Specaa
10:15 TBA
10:45 nevi Off
WSM-TV
SUN!, AY
1200. Youth Wants To hinow
12:30 Frontiers Of Faith
1:00 Professional Footba:1
3.45 Laporte For The Family
4:00 Hall Of lame
4:30 The World This Week
5 00 Lax-race
40ttVanderbilt Footbar.
'9:00. 'People Are Funny
620 Mr Peepers
7:00 Colgate Comedy Hour
11.00 Television Pheatre
9.00 Inner Sanctum
9 30 Movietarie
11:00 Loretta Young Skew
3:40
3:43
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
630
7:00
8:00
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
12:00
cago Cards
News
Adventure
Community Chest
Hopaiong Cassidy
Meet the Press
Roy Rogers
Corliss Archer
Mr. Peepers
Comedy Hour
Diamond Jubilee
News
Clete Roberts
Story Theater
Jigsaw
Sign Off
of Sights
1,.,w 
Jeanette Rankin of Montana
as the Hp wvtan to be elected
a • ticisinAm .., ',She. von et. araint
elffry Salo, vi,e44 wok 1
' ' in .1111T." &tipped out bf Congress,
and returned in 1941 end voted
against entry into World War 11.
WMC-TV
SURD SY
940 Sign On
9.411 The Chrunophers
10 15 This is the Life
10 45 Mr Wizard
11.15 David Brinkley's Newsroom
11.30 To be announced
12 00 Twenty Questions
12 30 Catholic Hour
LOU Cleveland Browns vi. Ch.
etrate flower arrangements inter
preting subjects from att, litera-
ture, dance, and opera.
Following the lecture-eerrionstra-
non, a tea will be held.
All members of the Murray Wo-
man's Club are invited to attee-t
and each member of the Gard(
Department hiss been sent two
invitations to mail to two guests
not members of the elute
CLOVERLEAF
NEW HAVEN, Conn. - A
Yale instructor says some stu-
dents are nnsfits -because they en-
visioned college as a place of en
play and no work. ittehard B.
Young says that too man:, under-
graduates expected to find a "daily
round of fun and games to the
accompeiniment of music that eun-
statutes a college in tire movies."
•••••.••••••••••••••••1••...
95 Drive-In
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"RETURN TO TREASURE
ISLAND"
in Color
starring Tab Hunter and
Dawn Addams
PLUS
"THE BANDIT OF
SHERWOOD FOREST"
in Technicolor
with Cornet Wilde and
Anita Louise
SATURDAY ONLY
"CHARGE AT FEATHER
RIVER"
starring Guy Madison,
Frank Lovejoy, and
Helen Westcott
---
SUNDAY and MONDAY
"SASKATCHEWAN"
in Tecnicolor
starring Alan Ladd and
Shelly Winters
11111••••• 
r.raokAiliffr
TODAY and SAT.
ALAN LADD
IN A WHAI L. OF AN
ADVENTURE!
MIA
feel
Nabs
Ilea
to
I es
liesses1
Technicolor
MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Superior Ambulance Service
Equr loped With °inns
311 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.-Phone 98
'THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL HOME'
DODGE has done it
/,)
Flair-tashouned
COPY FADEP -co to/ F.1 P.FG' -C°P7 F4DED
411
NOTICE
OU W AN1' TO EE.NT A
ng machine for 30 days, call
Richardson. phone 14 o2de
I AL EQUIPMENT A TUB-
in Coldwater. C.41) grind
sln,fts in all cars w ,hout te-
r., engine, with a new guar-
-Bursted ble-ks repaired.
ders rebored „.nd rcds align-
have the Lrgest auto ma-
s_.op in Callo-ay Coun*.y.
will save money. by seeing
uman Turner Ir. Co.dwater
DAY, OCTOBER 29, 195,1
yoficwil
_ 
.,,ireselitative in Min r4y. For
Sales, Service. Repair, contact'
Leon Hall, 1411 Pionia: Paie
1074-R. TioC
.NATIONAL HOMES PAL EMAK-
er on display. 2-3-4 P.edro am
homes. Down payme is
$350. Eligible FliA Loans. Budd
in Murray and surrounra-g Areas
Calvert Construction ctn.. 100 It.
1465. St., Benton. Ky.,'Nonone 260r2.
330c
NOTICE: AGNES FAIR BEAUTY
Shop on Kim St. local 12tn) opep
Monday through Satutd.y-Als4
n2fle
evenings by appointment- Call
ER SEWING vlACHINE 583. 
nitk
ROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Answer to Yeats, day's Pinsk
ACP10111
I--Grow Inca
I.-Trinket
9-Small tug
2- Pal t lit btuva
- Ither ii
Ocrmany
14-- c.,ile,tiun of
16-1:44coastructed
17--tiame of Lards
311--buffla.
follower of
20 -Warlike
21- Flo% cr
23--litorie carved
iii. eller tid )
24- Fmk drink
25-Bushy dump
.2s-Ctsuer
29,-- Pronoun
311-4meae
21-Suffix forming
1111111•4I of
enzyme*
Z-Arttfl al
language
33-Nat red sue
--1:11,d of fly
37-J ump....1
39- Horse'',
ne.-k hair
40-To taw skis
42-Sunburn
.113-34 unfurl
dramas
44-Ikseree
47-Title of
4s-l'art of face
name
fit - worm
62-Ohl's
ni,kiranip
id--)14,ufactur•
DOWN
2--in fiiN or of
2-
CUBA !MR ADO
NARA TIMM -
MOMSF •
0 3 f 3F.37,1
i NEC) 0
g0 000 NAA
MO 002I COW 00
DSO ORO MIJOIDO
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WOOL 61%0A
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WADS mmua
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1111111111110111E WM=
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1.1
liS 311 7 .45
/1
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Pew t on.* *mamma.
-e
3-Death
4-e:rowing out of
6- article
7-, jjlOSiiC
middle of
ship's side
14-Lonsen
9-Order of nuns
JO-Pilaster
11-41a4nese coin
16-F'reflx: down
lii-Make amends
20- Insane
21- InøhInd
driveway
22-Pnems
21-remisirarY
bed
25-American
/1-4"-1,
n -14 h f
34--Nlock
31 ---titp.c.,r
24-4-hankies
24---Rwm.darnan's
flumni stake
34-Prolf •
IS-To rktsh
rest /0.1' t
40-Tte defeated
41-Sacred boil
42-Initials of 26th
President
44- ('nit
45-WrifIng fluid
46-Born
49-Pronoun
.e.;
GET YOUR STORM WINDOWS
It Urban G. Starks & Son to:.
less. 13th & Poplar Stri 4s. Sc
SAVE MONEY: INSTALL.. YOUR
own TV a rde n nu • rotor. mask,
stand, etc. Phone 1940 artLi 4 p.m.
MAKE $20.00 DAILY. SELL LUM-
inous name plates Writ'.t Reeves
Co., Attleboro, Wis.,' tree sample
and details. nip
MAKE EXTRA MONEY. AD-
dress, Mail postcards spare time
each week. 13100, 143 Belmont.
Belmont. Mass.
Wanted To Buy
WANTED: ...SW FLOCKS OF
Barred Rocks 'and Surf Orping-
ton, to buy hatching Lags from.
Murray Hatchery. Murray, Ky
o29c
ADVENTURE and romance
are shared by actiop star
Alan Land and lovely Joan
Tetzel in Columbia Pic-
tures' "Hell Below Zero,"
new Warwick Production
in color by Technicolor at
the Varsity Theatre today
and tomorrow.
.49, MAW MARTIN Man RIM NNW. 1119Aidoi
CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR I
I RAN back into the front-room.
lifted Judy from the divan and laid
her face down on the floor trying
to remember what I knew about
artificial respiration I knelt over
her with ray hands on the small of
her back and oagan to Swing
slowly backward and forward,
regulating the pressure of my
hands, Her body was limp be-
neath ale out I kept Cl up until
the sweat ran down my face, and
I kept thinking that it was no
use, that she was dead. But I kept
on. I don't know how long, and at
last I heard the •Creech of brakes
Sad the sound of flying stone.
Light swept past the front win-
dows, • car door slammed, and
Sect pounded on the porch. Dr.
Anthony Mazzini burst into the
room, cairying his bag, his eyes
wild in nal dark face. He had
thrown his tweed overcoat over
red-tanned pajamas, and his shoe
laces were imued.
Ile flaw what I was trying to do,
and he said, "Good, good," and
pushed int away.
I stood up He knelt beside the
still form of the girl, and his
hands went over her swiftly. He
Muttered something, and began
the respiration motions" I'd been
making. "Blankets." he snapped
at me. "And coffee-hot and
black."
I got both items quickly.
I went to the phone and asked
the operator for the Homer Hollis
residence.
Sandy answered and I knew that
she hadn't gone to bed, but had
been sitting downstairs in the
darkness Quickly I told her what
had happened, and asked her to
take my car and come to Judy
Kirkland's.
She asked no questions, but said
ainipiy, "All right, Jim."
"I think she's coming around."
the doctor panted as 1 joined him
again.
She still looked dead to me, but
I wasn't a doctor.
' he breathed. "Too
close." He lifted her into his arms
and pulled one cut the blankets
over her Lt Was then that I saw
her eyelids quiver. He saw it, too,
and suddenly he laughed, a wild,
crazy sound. Ile held her close.
folding the blanket around tier,
ahd ha said softly, "You crazy lit-
tle fool, you sweet lit tI4 idiot." He
kissed her cheeks and net eye&
turned away, thinking that I
would get some coffee for myself,
but his molt voice stopped me..
"Good She can stay with
tonight."
"Somebody
be r," I said.
again."
He frowned. "How
pen to anr1 bnr
better stay with
"She might try it
did you hap-
I looked at him steadily. "I
wanted to see tier about • personal
matter She didn't answer my
knock. and I came inside. I found
a note in her typewriter, and I
smelled gas. She was upstairs an
a bedroom, the door and windows
locked I smashed the door and
found her on the bed with the gas
turned on."
"Note:" be said, with • puzzled
frown 'What did it say 7-
"Nothing about you."
'1 wasn't thinking of that," he
said quietly He looked down at
Judy Kirkland. She had a little
color now and appeared to be
sleeping peacefully "She'll be
pretty groggy for a while,- the
doctor said, as it talking to him-
self. He looked up at me. "Let me
see the note."
I moved aroimd
mg windows
"Let me see it"
I shook my bead "I'm sorry.
ram turning it over to the sheriff."
I paused. and than added, "It's a
confession if murder She killed
Rex Bishop, and she tried to kill
Ralph Hollis"
"You're crazy," he said. "Why
Would he -"
- 
"PtOple kill for a lot of reasons
Jealousy is one of them."
"But I know she never really
loved Ralph Hollis." he said.
"She--
"Maybe not," I said, "but he
spurned her, if you'll pardon the
expression, and she couldn't stand
that If she couldn't have Min, she
didn't want anyone else to have
Man either. Dog in the manger
stuff. The psychologists have •
narne tot It."
the room clos-
Judy I gabardine t,ipcoan Except fat
'stockings, she was completely
dreasea in a red skirt, black sweat.
er and saddle oxfords. She Woken
like a nigh•schooi freshman.
The doctor said, -Sandy, would
you bring "some more coffee
please." He bent over the divan.
Sandy gave me, a puzzled look,
and I shrugged. She entered the
kitchen. said I went up the stairs.
At the landing I glanced back Or,
Mazsi:u had turned and was
watching me. He looked away
quickly, and I went on up to the
hall and down to the room where
I'd found Judy.
I canoed the window I'd unlocked
and opened. There were two win-
dows, and the other was locked
with the same type of catch on th•
inside, l'he quilted cover on time
bed showed the tong, slim depres-
sion of Judy's nody. She had lain
quietly, waiting for death Her
fingerprints would be on the gas
valve, it I nadn't smearlid them,
and on the inside door Knob, and
the key. I moved to the door rhe
bolt tiad splintered the casing, but
the key was still in the lock I got
He looked bewildered. "But why
did she try suicide'"
"Remorse." I said "Self blame
ReacUon to what she'd done, may-
be fear of discovery Who knows "
Once more I heard a cilt in the
trio saw the lights flash
across the windows. "That'll be
Sandy," I said.
He said desperately, -Let me
talk to Judy betore-before you
call the anent. Will you promise
to wait until I can talk to her?"
"All right." I said
Sandy came In and looked quick-
ly at the figure of Judy Kirkland.
"ibennett." "She'll be all right," I told her.
I turned and looked at him. "Thanks to your friend, Ben-
"Thanks," he said. nett," the doctor said with a trace
"You don't have to thank me.
Sandy Hollis Is coming over. I
natl.-ft
of Irony.
Sandy tintled a red woolen certrf nest,
Cram her nond and rook off ap-Ingq 17'n Be Conflnuedi
down OD my Knees. dropped •
handkerchief over the key, and
turned it. The bolt aid back, and
I removed the key. It was an ordi-
nary house key with an open ring
at one end, s slender old-fashioned
key, unlike the short, Sat modern
ones
I stood up, moved over beneath
the ceiling light, held the key in
the handkerchief and inspected it
carefully. Just a steel key, rather
dill and a little rusty. On the
inside of the ring a tiny some-
thing glinted In the light. I squint-
ed, and held the key closer, think-
ing that I needed Vases. The ob-
ject was a yellow speck, a tiny
flake of something. It disappeared
when I touched it, and I curled
softly. The laboratory boys would
scream and tear their hair at
my clumsiness. But there weren't
any lab boys within a hundred
miles, and it probably dfdn't mean
anything, anyhow, Just a Minute
fleck of yellow something on the
inside ring of the end of an old-
ta,shioned key in the lock of •
room where a driven and remorse-
101 girl nad turned oft the gas and
waited in quiet despair for the
long sleep.
I put the key back in the lock
tor the sheriff to examine, it lie
wanted to examine it, turned off
the light and stepped oil into Use
hall. I Look two steps toward the
stairs before I heard the whisper
of sound behind me. I turned, but
fax too slowly. A dazzling light
exploded behind my eyes, and thee
there was nothing, Rot even black-
"
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WANT
IMP 
if/ hT 617 1.p0
Science Features_ 
r FOR SALE. Wanted To Rent 1t..bb.14•, 411•0.2411. I 1.6.
1-Frosted and ciear Vas, Iptenen
.lxture on 10 inEhrom. Base - 3
bulbs. 1 6 in. Fixture (same style)
uses 1 bulb. Both for halt pri.e.
Call 1103 nights, 55 days. tl
toOlt SALE: rosivAurk.ils cola.
Size 10. ood as new only
a tew times. Call 1192. rile
FOR SALE: FUEL OIL REATER.
Will nem three or tour rooms.
Phone 946 W 1 nine
FOR SALE: USED REt 161 (lFJtu'i'
tors. $49.50 & up. Riley's Furni-
ture & Appliances. 510 W Ia in
St. Ph. 567 u29c
FOR SALE: LONG CAR itiAcir;
Underwood typewriter. Good ,,Con-
dition. Priced reasonable tbr quick
sale. See H. M. Perry oi Pb. 224
from 7:00 a.m. to 1:110 pm. tile
- --- 
-
FOR SALE: GIRL'S WINTER
corn and slacks size 3. G..od cunc'i-
tion. Call MC W o30c
MR SALE:, WARM
heater. (idod. as new, ll. a'. West.
1608 Hamilton Ave.
EVERGIt ESN 5: In goo.' assort-
ment, ot finest quality. Dug, ready
to go. iht prices ;ou can af.ord to
pay S'hupe INOrseries, Seclaiia,
Kentucky. o302
SPHIC IA L: 11151311 API.RTMENT
size range-Like new $125
Riley's Furniture & PS
510 W Main. Ph. 587 o29,:
SEIL:LEH OIL SPACE HEATERS
gi4 you warrnet floor: through-
out the house Sold only .by
Urtran G Starks & ear. 12th de
Poplar St. Phone 1142. o29c
TWO GOOD NUROE WASHERS
Look like new. Priced to sell
Economy Hardware. Prune 575
tallt
R 
..1-.„-
FO 
-• enetet..nsin.-.,
: SILVEHTONE
Wire Recorder. $20. 32 Broad
Street, Phone 18954
FOR SALE- USED IA ASH1NG
machine. Wringer type Excellent
condition. Call 685-14 or sea at 212
South 11th Street n30:
WANTED TO RENT. RELIABLE,
permanent residenee, vial., ha, rent
a modern urifurnashed house. Ex-'
cellerrt Cal, 796 or
977M4 tic
Wanted
WANTED: Radio and 1 cievision
Service man. plur commit-
sion. Also, Fire and Aut.. Insur-
ance .salesnran. Apply Jabs Un-
limited Unemploymerst Agency
314% Broadway, Paducall, Ky.,
Telephone 28181. ollOc
WANTED: YOUNG MAN (PREY
erably married I. Must or depend-
able, t'ull utne employr‘ent. Hol-
land Drug Co. 'Be
I SERVICES OFFERED
RID Ylilrit fith,./ OF FLIAllrfar
and 1111/1C 1 Expert wort Ca
e41 or "I. Sam Kelley ff
PHOTOGRAPHY - t eaRTRATI
and vomrnerc,ai. Wells and Wra-
ther Studio. South Side Square.
Murray. auk
FOR RErrr I
FOR RENT 4 kii_XJM APT., HOT
water 9. lied for electr.c stove.
Katzhen cabinets. tab a month.
South lOtn. Call 1974-J. o3oc
FOR RENT: FURNISHED A PART-
ment. Electrically equipped. Phone
1)17. o30::
FOR RENT: 3' ROOM UNFUW-
niatied apartment Prr.'ate en-
trance. Rent reasonable. 503 North
lith or call 914-W. nIc
/NM .,tUtitg; * ./44416..4PAHT-
ment. Separate bath. J,o- tal.,71t"
from college On Hytin aid
lucky Avenues $30 Phone 711 rile
FOR RENT: SMALL. FOUR
roans lacuse with bath. Hot wa'er.
Piped in oil neater. Call 964-J-1
nip
Peeml Today's Classifieds t)
NANCY
AUNT FRIT71--- WILL:
YOU DRIVE ME TO
THE HALLOWEEN
PARTY TONIGHT?
AH $0 WANTS MAH BABY T'
HAVE A PAIR 0' SHOES, HIS
SIZE -AN' LIKEWISE EXCAPE
11-4' HORRORS 0' SADIE
HAWKINS DA./ fp-
ii1111-£ an' SLATS
Help For The Parkinson's Patient
Few chronic diseases strike their victims with such merciless impact
Is Parkinson's disease, also known as shaking palsy. Nearly 1,000,000
Americans suffer from this ailment which deteriorates key nerve cen-
ters in the brain and, while leaving the victim in full possession of his
mental ability, subjects him to extreme physical handicaps in the for
of muscle rigidity, severe ti-em- • 
bling and a mask-like facial
ex Bp reegssi ni no n. g
with a slight quiver,
usually in the right arm or hand,
the disease progresses until the
shaking may become so violent it
interferes with normal living.
With the trembling come periods
of muscle rigidity and stiffness
that make even walking extremely
difficult and produce the charac-
teristic shuffle of the Parkinson's
victim.
Tie almost total lack of control
Makes what to the normal person
Is the simplest habit a diacourag-
ing, near-impossible task for the
person with Parkinson's disease.
Simple functions, like drinking a
glass of water, opening a door,
and dresting. become major prob-
lems. Speech too is affected. There
is a slurring and running togeth-
er of words. Facial expressions be-
come fixed; blinking is reduced.
or cause of the deterioration of
y nerve centers is known in
. cases: the virus causing
seeping sickness is responsible in
some instances; hardening of ar-
teries in the brain in others, Often,
however, the those is a mystery.
There is, enfortunateTy, as yet
no cure for Parkinson's. There is
much that can be done, however, to
relieve the victim, both of the de-
bilitating symptoms, and the
crushing emotional effects of the
disease.
Many drugs are available to
ease the trembling and to relax the
stiff, ., r-•.-^1^^ On. of the re,,t
rece:)t, Par-aide!, been pa..., 4-
larly iv, in
and "melding SG... f
from the tremor as wed. *dose
"St= 
CI
87 per cent of 300 patients in test
studies were benefited by the drug,
some to a remarkable degree.
As one might expect, massage
and heat treatment have an impor-
tant role in the treatment of shak-
ing palsy when applied carefully
and under a physician's super-
vision.
Recently, a new surgical tech-
nique, which involves cutting and
tying a small artery in the brain,
has been successful in relieving
many of the symptoms, although
it is still too soon to evaluate this
procedure.
Finally, there is much the doc-
tor is able to do to help the patient
"live with the disease," explaining
its nature, suggesting activities
and hobbies to keep the mind occu-
pied and to increase dexterity, and,
in general, bettering the patient's
outlook on life, an all important
need of the Parkinson's victim.
Even though there is as yet no
cure for Parkinson's disease, it is
encouraging that medical science
has succeeded in easing the dam-
aging effects of it, both physically
and emotionally.
-
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Christmas tr.:,.; allowen to stand
in a pale of water %vial
a cu;., oi sugar will re: in fres:I-
ncas many days longer.
,,IminmaJnimmaine 
Marshall Co.
DRIVE-IN
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
"NAVY BOUND"
with Tom Neal and
endy Waldron
PLUS
"STAR OF TEXAS"
with Wayne Morris, Rick
Vallin and James Flavin
SUNDAY and MONDAY
"GAMBLING HOUSE"
starring Victor Mature and
Terry Moore
ENK-:.immisis-Ammiwagnmis
111111111111111•1111111111111\
BILL
SAYS
A gas station out East
hired glamour girl at-
tendants w h o kiss
each customer that
says, "Fill 'er up!"
Trouble is, now the
customers just drive a-
round the block.
BILL'S 51 ANDARD
STATION
Across 1. rum Pastoffice
NOTICE
Please do not sweep leaves or trash onto city streets.
Also let us remind you that it is unlawful to burn leaves
or trash on city streets or right of ways.
Signed: CITY STREET DEPT.
(I DON'T KNOW WHEN HISSO-CALLED CASE IS COMING UPFOR TRIAL, EMMA, WHAT I DoLKNOW IS THAT WE'D BETTER
 
 SET THERE IN
TiME -- ,
IT'LL GIT AROUND THET HE'S
VALLERTI-NO DOGRAT CH150,1
EVER GOT MARRIED UP; WIF-
"'", OUT PUT T IN'
s. UP A FIGHT!,F-
By ...risk Bushmilles
IF HE LOSES HIS
BACHELORHOOD, LET
HIM LOSE IT, LIKE
A MAN-ON SADIE
HAWKINS DAY!!
YO' IS
RIGHT;
MAH
OLDEST
CHILE!!
SCOOT:
WIDDEAff
I y 1Raeburn Van Buren'
YOU FitsiD ANYTHING MAYBE.
IN THOSE BOOKS THAT'S I'LL JUST
GOIN' TO MAKE THE JURY KEEP ON
TLSKE ANY EASIER LOOKING
/4%.cOR CAUSING EkkilE UNTIL I DO,
JENKS T' FRACTURE SLATS . y
HIS SKULL'?
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THE LEDGER AND -41M11E, SIURRAY_, 1121INTUCKY
,VOMEN'S PAGE Curb News Activitte
Jo Burkeen, Editor Phone 694-M-4-0 or I I 50-VV Weddings Locals
"-------411Debate Is Program
l At The Dinner MeetOf The B&PW Clubdinner meeting at the Wm:lien'sClot) House Thursday OctoberWomen's Club held Its monthly'lac Busmen. anci Preteesional11, at six-thirty o'cloct in me
I evening.ler me prognam for the eveninga aeoate wes held villa County
1 Ateeney Robert U. Miller and Dr.C. S. Lowry of Illurnsy State Col-lege as speakers. The cooate in-
volved Use Barkley-Cooper (sun-
13011111.
Tne debaters were introouced by
Mr. Jaiees le Julanson.
Mrs. Lucille Ross. president,
pres.ded at the meetem. Plans
were made to begin Lie sale of
heat cakes in the next month.
The mbles were beautifully dec-
orated with arrangement of fel.
flowers. The legialston committee
composea of Mrs. (ermine Boyd,
chairman, Mrs. cialina berry, Miss
Lcola Erwm, Dr. Saran Hargis.
Miss klettie Jane Lassitei. Mrs.
-Ethel Key. Mrs. Myrtleen Shipley,
and Miss Lists Thornton, was in
charge of the arrangemeate for the
evening.
Approximately fifty-five peraens
were present.
.leal•Rtie
Mrs. Sudhoff Gives
Pittsburgh RecitalMrs. B Sudheft M Cin-
innati. -Ohio, gave a piatio recital
sr the Southern Club of Pitts-
mergh. Pa. the first of October.
During her , visit there. Mis.
Sudhaf was a meat in the home
1.
. Mrs. William Majom fermerM
• ! Murray, end the daughter of
-Ms. Wallace MeEireth of Murray
.Ira. Major is an active member of
Lie Pittsburgh ?rgarimatien and is
trying on dm fregrem cc-mind:re
au year.
7hristian ll'omen's
ti'llowship Holds
Regular Program
mnee - Fellaw-
eh.p of the First Cariseme Cneich
aeld it. regular marith'y emicral
meeting at the Mturith on Tuesdly.
ektooer 19. at Leo-Luny o'clock
.n the afternome.
-Stewardship was tee theme
it the program for the meeting.
The guest speaker was 341. C. X.
Breach who based its eery in-
rational and informeave talk
el the book. "And Caeray Give."
Mrs. F. A. Joahston grve the
item:ma
The first vice-president Mrs.
gaurrce Cra..e peesiaed at
.he meeting. Ann:urea:vent wi
eade of the ennuel Chnsmnss
'Feat to be hill at Let churca
P roily and Sathrdsy, Beeenithar
It was also arneunced that
World Corn eai. . ty. Day sponsored
by the tint d C leech Yeomen of
,Iturray be et the First
Canetean Chtirvis Friday. NOVVTI-
bm,5.
A party plate ie.:5, seised to
each one present by members of
e Business Guild.
Ke_epsaie
i • N 0 It 1 h, C4,
-
SHEUEY S125.00
WeJding Ring $75.00
Furches
JEWELRY STORE
111 S 4th St Meow
fte 
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SHOPPING DAYS
'Til
CHRISTMAS
Use 
Our 
Convers'ient
PLAS
.44 1,1 
1•10140 
P•T1 y 
itert%
DIUCA.30 5
vi • stae 
94. Puone 
1:
*4
AFTER 13 DAUGHTERS, FINALLY A SON IS BORN
WITH 14IS 13 DAUGHTERS looking on, Lloy4 Brooks smoltes a self-cengretulatory cigar In his Pitts
em 
-
f, ale. horn* and contemplates wita satisfaction the fact that at lar . he has a eon. Mrs. Brooks,
38, toles the new baby. Brooks, P. is a $5)-a-week tree]: driver. BM. the son loses for him the title
of being father of the nateon's largest all-girl faintly. / interment:mai Sou ed nhnin I
Robert Perry Guest
Speaker At Home
Department Meeting
Tne Home Departnaeet of the
Mureey Werner. s Cluo me: l'aurs-
item temureer 21. at ! w0- tn. rty
Meeack in tile afternaen at the
club noose.
Mr. Robert Perry was the guest
speaker. He spoke on Use subjert,
• Cehmehrety Upeertmemes , in a
• otellairees
.ere aute.estoeg eed .aierenative
.11.1. Perry told ofiee enn
*/139rifferier recenanan tr
ey
macsmon. bu.stness, and medica.
1. e. Pie 'wes •••"-41•seieee by in:
of the demirtrnent. Mrs.
el B. Scott.
4/esa.- San Swann was u. charge
tee rriue.cal program area intre-
eured students from Me college.
„.......
R JPERT E. STIVERS, D.S.C.I
Personals
Mrs W. S. Johnston. mother of
Mrs. Norman Klapp. was dismissed
from Me Murray Hospital Wednes-
day evineng where 'se heel been
a patiert for toe poet twc weeks
Her candoion grmtly reproved.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Austelle Crouse
1,1ave been vacemen.ng in Detroitm41, end other pomts
• • •
han and Mrs.
"fence of !Werra:
the parents o' a
poenes eofht
Murray •Hosp.tal
ben 20.
R,ber• Eugee:
• Route tour are
. weareng six
-c r. •. at the
Wednesaay. Otte- Mr. and Mrs
Bra of Kmksey
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rowland
and children, Mike, Susan, and
Stevie, of Memphis, term., were
the guests iv weekend of their
parents. :ilia and Mrs. it L. Wale
of Murray. and other tel aeves in
Mayteld.
• • • •
4ohlas of, Sneaky Route two for
male beby boy. 'weighing seven
poands 12 ounces. Mem. at the
Murray Hospital Sundae. October
24. •
Gaton Trionias
Route 'Iwo are
; the parents of a son boin at the
Their were enjoyea Murray Hospital Tuesdee. OctoberHervey Dale is tee room 7h.39.-.
very rr.ucn oy the group. 
.. :3. The beby weighed s•a pounds
• by Mr. lied Mn. Masco. Darte .
ae:orated uetter the threcteem .* -
Tee club :muse was oeautOuityl
Puck.% of Dexter for teem baby
elalon onas Jr.
:4 ounces end has been named
mrs 
John tiyan. Arra: gemen,.. I sveighine sot pound" 13 oune-
es. born at the Murray- 'Hospital
••• c-re Cory Sant ilexL11110 WeQrs3_y. ue„,..ot r .2u
id apeman faialig- • •• •
ite • re ern eat, :1.
Mr. and Mrs. Wil'ion
Jae aapoleted tei 'male. Mr. BourLar.d of 1Ser.tc . armeuro.
Smot presema a: tee cello. D.rm • of 
a- deagrecr. weepaing
-4 rVICe-
seven pounds, named Mane Etta.it •ro.-f °sea `-:n the Mu re, _r: wn-c bare at the Murray Hospital Se-
am. ea Outle• '. _set L
urday. October 23
eon,. M. eera rt .geuem, • • • •
to. L....med e'euga.r.. Noe Je- I- rs. Charlie Crawford
'a" Mr. and Mrs.. Wes*.ey revise
e.a Mu.J 
Dub) Russell of Hazel are tne thirty , o'clock. Mona. rs note
:Menge in meeting aate.parents of a deughttr barn at the
Murray Horphal Sur.day. Octoaer • • • •
24. Tne baby wmgeed eight peunes
ar.d has been named Katherine The Lottie Moan Cueie of the
C; I:. WaLS of the First Baphs' Churte
- Social Calendar -
4.
Stork Shower Held
Saturday Afternoon
It The Se.von ilom, Barry Lee Is -• name chosen will meet with Mrs. Edger Shirley
" rd .-M• I Te •-•.e.:areven trerty o'clock.
e Monday, November 1
The Jessie Ludwick Cmcle est.
Woman's Assomat. m of College
Presbyterian Church we meet w•th
sr two-
1
NI. ,
• .. I' -
II,
CHIROPODIST (Foot Specialist)
NOW OPEN
(Next To Ledger and Times)
Phone 225
Office Open On Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays
Affiliated with Dr. Earl Stivers and Dr. Stanley
Stivers of Paducah, Ky.
SHE'S WORLD'S TALLEST WOMAN
ar
I MffoRtUai Detail WOMAN, 5-Met-Ove Miss K. Van Deyck of the
to Ott vmev. cd by a reporter if, Hamburg, en mute
to Berlin to appear ta a film, thiternational)
• • • •
Mrs. James Pierce
Hostess For Meeting
Of The Kirksey Club
The Karksey Home:mimes Club
met Tuesday. October Ir, at one-
tturty o'clock in the atm:noon in
te home of Mrs. James Fierce.
Each of the nine member' an-
swered the roll call by telling of
a Halloween stunt or an idea for
Halloween entertaining Mrs. Nary
Edmonds and Mrs. John Cunning-
ham became new mernoers.
The club decided to send a box
of needed articles to the Fort
Campbell hospital The members
aro to bring articles to the No-
vember meeting and Lim box will
be prepared then.
Much was loomed from the les-
son on -Selection of Material for
Becomingness- which was given
by Mrs. Jackie Tema ana Mrs.
Ke. erifilh 'Pittner"' 1 14 .."3 .11"
Qaapesra-•••••p-ammplep-Abwededse
erahon chairmen and thi garden-
ing notes were given by Mrs.
Hugh Gingles.
The next meeting will be held
in the home of Mee, CtCht Late.
• • • •
Bertha Smith Circle
Has Regular Meeting
At The Boren Home
Mrs. Clarence Boren was hostess
for the regular meeting of the
Weman s Mrssionery SoMety of
the Memorial Baptist Chuzch bald
Tuesday. October 19. et seven-
thirty o'clock in the melting
The chairrnam. Mrs. L. D. Cros-
land, presided over the business
sesmon and the opening prayer
was led by Mrs Hulon Wyatt
The program for th- evening
was taken from the 19S4-55 year-
book. Mrs. Pearl Phillips gave the
devotional on the subject. 'Whalen
and Evangelism". with Scnpture
reading from John 3:14.
Mrs Porter Cnilcud &missed
the topic. "Do You know the
WillU Pm and Colors." Mrs. Owen
liklangton cletcuseed the WhIU
theme song. -*been I Survey The
Wondrous Cross. -The closing
prayer was by Mrs. Carlos Out-
land.
The hostess served retreslonets
to the eight members and one
vesitor.
• • • •
Garden Department.
To Hold A Lecture
Demon.strat:on
The Gerd. n Depi rtmeh• of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold -
an open meeting on Thursday,
November 4, at two o'clock in the
afternoon at the club house.
Mrs John liallwey and Mrs
Arthur Wolpert of Loin...elle will
be presented in a lecture on
"Living Jewels At YM: Finger-
tips." in which thew will demon-
-
omiemea.emee.
CAPITOL
TODAY and SAT.
ALLAN
LANE
LUS
Serial and Lartoon
•
VFW UMW. vorVgalralmarallirl
HERE'S HOW
UMW .
• • •
• • PREPARE WOOD FOR FINISHING
- Before stein, varnish or lac-
quer Is applied to is project,
the craftsman should examine
it for deists, cracks, scratches
or ether bisolishea.
Small dente say be removed
by placing a damp sloth over
thorn and applying a hot iron.
Even sharp dents are made less
noticeable if the proems' is re-
peated sad the woad guided
samoth.
Deep wretches and eracks
may be filled with stick
which mama to various odors.
To use it, heat the end with •
match and let the shell% flow
into the opening. Whea it has
hardened, sand the surface.
Glue spots should be pre-
vested by wiping off excess
glue before it dries, and then
wading the surface. Clue will
not take stain.
For sandIng hardwoods use
No. 1 garnet paper first, and
then successively finer papers,
anishing with No. 4-0. For
softwoods, start with No.%
and finish with No. 2-0.
A handy sanding block is
shown below. This takes a
'j4-sheet of paper.
For curved surfaces, wrap
sandpaper around a dowel.
CEMESSIZZES=3
•
•••••••••••or- •-••••
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•••••-.
MOVIE COLUMN
Always sand with the grain, •
never across it-
lifillooal Lumber ill• aster. taNn ••••ostnalcre
SUNDAY'S
TV Schedule
WLAC-TV
1:30 Hall-MilltC ahNellADebi lte
200 Now And Then
2.30 Adventure
3 30 The Search
4:00 Man Of The Week
4:30 Youth Takes A Stand
5:00 The American Week
5:30 You Are There
6.00 Lassie
630
Private Secretary
7 ,00 Toast Of The Town
800 G. 4. Theatre
8:30 Cwelest.tsel"wHolm Show
910 Father Knows Bel
9 30 
ha
10.00 tiutid;3, e Spec,e1
10:15 TBA
10:4.5 testi Off
WSIVI-TV
SUNbAY
12 00 Youth Wants To Know
12.30 Frontiers Of Faith
1:00 Professional Football
3 45 Sports For The Family
4.00 Hall Of Fame
4:30 The World This Week
5 00 laberace
4097Vanderbilt Foottioi.
19.00. People Are runny
830 Mr Peepers
7-00 Colgate Comedy Hour
1.00 Television ahestre
9.00 Inner Sanctum
9 30 Movietime
11:00 Loretta Young Show
I 3:40
3:45
4:0D
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6 30
700
8:00
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
12:00
cago Cards
News
Adventure
Community Chest
Hopalong Cassidy
Meet the Press
Roy Rogers
CorrlipsseepsAertcher
Mr. 
Comedy Hour
Diamond Jubilee 0:
News
Clete Roberts
Story Theater
J
ar Off'
Sights
Jeanette Rankin of Montae
was the first warnan to be elect,. :
e • ,.,1:10.,434,104 Vigiat a
ry 
'isle.wrart
In 
-1.WIT," dropped out 61 Congress,
and returned in 1941 end voted
against entry into World War 11.
WMC-TV
SUNDAY
9•40 Sign On
9:45 The Chiestuptimo
10.15 This is the Life
10.45 Mr Wizard
11:15 David ktrinkley's Newsroom
11:30 To be announced
12-00 Twenty Questions
12.30 Catholic }our
1:00 Cleveland Browns vs. Chi-
rtrate flower arrangements inter-
preting subjects from art, litera-
ture, dance, and opera.
Following the lecture-eernonstra-
hon, a tea will be held.
All mensbeis of the Murray Wo-
man's club are invited to attend
and each member of the Garden
Department has been sent two
invitations to null to two guests
not me•mbers of the elute
CLOVERLEAF
NEW HAVEN, Conn. tile - A
Yale instructor says wine stu-
dents are misfits because they en-
visioned college as a piece of aa
play and no work. Rio-hard B.
Young says that too man:, undere
graduates expected to find a "daily
round of fun and games to the
accomtranunent of music that con-
Whites a college in the movies."
aff•••••=1,..
95 Drive-In
S.
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"RETURN TO TREASURE
ISLAND"
in Color
starring Tab Hunter and
Dawn Addams
PLUS
"THE BANDIT OF
SHERWOOD FOREST"
in Technicolor
with Cornet Wilde and
Anita Louise
SATURDAY ONLY
"CHARGE AT FEATHER
RIVER"
starring Guy Madison,
Frank Lovejoy, and
Helen Weatcott
--- -
SUNDAY and MONDAY
"SASKATCHEWAN"
in Tecnicolor
starring Alan Ladd and
Shelly Winters
NIN••••
IN•mm. 
riff•rii•var
TODAY and SAT.
IN &WHALE OF AN
ADVENTURE!
Mel
Iv
Mae
be
I ti.
ict
ratabs!
Technicolor
MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Superior Ambulance Service
}.quipped With Oxy gen
311 N. 4t11 St., Murray, Ky.-Phone 98
THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL HOME"
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NOTICE
 1 . epreseritative in Mtn r.ly. ForSales, Service, Repair, contact'Leon Hall, 1411 Popia: pa me
OU WANT TO P.ENT A ,
1(J74-R. Tr'C
lig machine for 30 days, call
Richardson, phone 14 o21c
IAL EQUIPMENT A1 TUB-
in Colda a ter. CAD grind
sh_(ts in all cars W shout sr-
r, engirde, with a new guar-
-Bursted blc....ks repaired.
ders rebored -nd rcds align.
have the Lrgest auto ma-
a.op in Callo•-•ay County.
will *aye money. b) seeing
Uman Turner in Cedwater
n3dc
ER SEWING VIACHINE
•NATIONAL HOMES PI'( MAK-
er on display. 2-3-4 Pedro 3M
homes. DcrWn payme 'ts sLti
S350. Eligible FHA Luane. Build
in Murray and surround:1 Areas
Calvert Construction sir p.. OIS.
14th. St., Benton, Ky.,Iar.one 3862.
030c
NOTICE: AGNES FAIR LEALl'n
Shop on nal St. weal 12tn) opep
Monday through Satin ilsy-Alsi
evenings by appointment- Call
583. n104
ROSSWORD PUZZLE Answ
er to Y•statrol•y's Puzzle
ACROSS
1--Orow dim
5-Trinket
s-amall Iog
2--Part of stove
3 -niter 1,a
1;1•11111111Y
14- colIcetion of
fro is
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IT-thrum of audio
futtosser of
20' -Warllte
21- Plow •r
23 -rlton• ,erved
111 ...hot )
24- Fruit drInk
25-Bushy clump
25-Caper
25- Pronoun
311- elbea,
31 - $uffix forming
names of
tintypes
32-ArtIll. tat
language
33-Rat red so:.,
34 --1411id of ay
37-JUIT1111111
211- 11,.ride'x
nsir
40-To tone side
4'3-Sunburn
43- 31 in a cal
dramas
114-Deertte
47-1'Itle et
11.0014411
40-Part 4.1 f •i+
50--thrt',
51-Worm
53=-Okra
nickname
fet-alanueaetu re
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7.-i apposite
middle of
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1--(kreler of nuns
10-111aster
I 1-ilstriese coin
16-Predx: down
14--llske amends
20-1maatm
21-Inclined
driveway
22- Poern
21-'Temporary
bed
25- American
Lars h
37-Press
211-Phetetd..1d
141-Stock
31 -Siieeor
34 -i'hatises
25-14wnrdsmain's
dumni, stake
Sit-lerult
U-Thrklash
.01, 141
rexpe.
liefeat,1
41-sarrwl lull
43-Initials of neti
Pr....Went
44-- T'n1t
III- Writtrtg Auld
45-Rorn
-1'n.noun
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RoBERT MARTIN
7
YOUR
own rv an,tenno, rotor mask,
stand, etc. Phone 19411 artcs 4 p.m.
nan
MAKE $20.00 DAILY. SELL LUSA-
Mous nar,e plates Writs Reeves
Co.. Attleboro, Miss., free sample
and details. nip
GET YOUR STORM WINDOWS
Unban G. Starks & Son to:'
less. 12th & Poplar Stri
SAVE MONEY: INSTALL,
MAKE EXTRA MONEY, AD-
dress, Mail postcards spare tame
each week. 13ICO, 143 Belmont,
Belmont, Mau. n2lte
1 Wanted To Buy 1
WANTED: A rew 11.(eKS OF
Barred Rocks -and Ffuff Orping-
tons to buy hatching tags from.
Murray Hatcheiy. Murray, Ky
o29c
ADVENTURE and romance
are shred by action star
'Alan Ladd and lovely Joan
Tetzel in Columbia Pic-
tures' "Hell Below Zero,"
new NAarwic k Production
in color by Technicolor at
the Varsity Theatre today
and tomorrow.
CHAPTER TWENTY -FOUR
I RAN back into the MM. room,
lifted Judy !torn the divan and laid
her lace down on the floor, trying
to remember what I knew about
artibctat respiration I knelt over
her with my hands on the small of
her back and pecan to swing
sloe iy backward and forward,
regulating the pressure of my
hands. Her body was limp be-
neath rue, but 1 kept n up until
the sweat ran down my face. and
I Kept thinking that it was no
use, that atm was dead. But I kept
on, I don't know how long, and at
last I heard the screech of brakes
and the sound of flying stone.
Light swept past the front win-
dows, a car door slammed, and
feet pounded on the porch. Dr.
Anthony Mazzim burst into the
room. cairying his bag, his eyes
wild in his dark face. He nad
thrown ms tweed overcoat over
red-striped pajamas, and his shoe
laces were untied.
lie saw what I was trying to do,
and he said, "Good, good," and
*pushed me away.
I stow up He knelt beside the
still form of the girl, and his
hands went over her swiftly. He
Muttered something, and began
the respiration motions I'd been
making. "Blankets," he snapped
at me. "And coffee-hot and
black."
I OA' both Items quickly.
I went to the phone and asked
the operator for the Homer Hollis
residence.
Sandy answezed and I knew that
she hadn't gone to bed, but had
been sitting downetairs an the
darkness. Quickly I told her what
had happened, and asked her to
take my car and conic to Judy
Kirkland's.
She asked no questions, but said
simply, "All right, Jim."
"I think she's coming around,"
the doctor panted as I joined him
again.
She still looked dead to me, but
I wasn't a doctor.
"Close," ne breathed. "Too
close." lit lifted her into his arms
and pulled one of the Wankel,'
over her It was then that I saw
her eyelids quiver. He saw it, too,
and suddenly he laughed, a wild,
crazy sound. He held her close.
folding the blanket around her,
alai no said softly, "You crazy lit-
tle fool, you sweet HUH Idiot" He
}castled her cheeks and her eyes.
1 turned away, thinking that I
would get some coffee for myself,
but his Gott voice stopped me.
"bennett."
I turned and looked at him.
"Thanks," he said.
"You don't have to thank me.
•
Sandy Hollis is coming over. I
entire! it""
She can stay
tonight"
"Somebody
tar," I said.
again."
He frowned. "How did you hap-
pen to find tier"
looked at him steadily. "I
wanted to see her abotit • personal
matter She didn I answer my
knock, and I came inside. 1 found
• note in her typewriter. and I
smelled gas. She was upstairs in
• bedroom, the door end windows
lockea I smashed the door ahd
found her on the bed with the gas
turned on."
"Note?' he said, with a puzzled
frown 'What did it say?"
"Nothing about you."
"I wasn't thinking of that," he
said quietly He looked down at
Judy Kirkland. She had a little
color now and appeared to be
sleeping peacefully. "she'll be
pretty groggy for • while," the
doctor said, as If talking to rum -
'sell, He looked up at me. "Let me
see the note."
I moved around the room clos-
ing windows
"Let me see it."
I shook my head "I'm sorry.
I'm turning it over to the sheriff."
I paused, and then added, "It's a
confession ot murder She killed
Rex Bishop, and she tried to kill
Ralph Hollis"
-You're crazy," he said. "Why
would she--"
"People kill for a lot of reasons
Jealousy is one of them."
"But I know she never really
loved Ralph Hollis," he said.
"She-"
"Maybe not," I said, "but he
spurned her, if you'll pardon the
expression, and she couldn't stand
that If she couldn't have him, she
didn't want anyone else to have
turn, either. Dog in the manger
stuff. The psychologists have a
name tot IL"
He looked bewnoered. "But why
did she try suicide""
"Remorse.- I said "Sell Maine
Reaction to what she'd done, may'
be fear of discovery Who knows',"
Once more I heard a ear in the
drive,, ana saw the lights flash
across the windows. "That'll be
Sandy," I said.
He said desperately, "Let me
talk to Judy before-before you
call the WWII!. Will you promise
to wait until I can talk to her?"
"All right." I said
Sandy came In and looked quick'
ly at the figure ot Judy Kirkland
"She'll be all right," I told her.
"Thaaks to your friend, Ben-
nett," the doctor said with a trace
of Irony.
Ssndy united a red woolen crarf
from her head and rook off a Inoga
ride
with Judy gabardine t,ipcost. Except foi
i stockings, she was complete!)
better stay with dressea in • red skirt,
 black sweat.
"She might try it er and saddle oxford
s. She Ipokeiti
like a high-school freshman.
The doctor said, -Sandy, would
you bring some more coffee
please." He bent over the divan.
Sandy gave me a puzzled look,
and I shrugged. She entered the
kitchen, and I went up the stairs.
At the landing I glanced back Or.
Maui had turned and was
watching me_ He looked away
quickly, and I went on up to the
hall and down to the room where
I'd found Judy.
I cicaed the window I'd unlocked
and opened. There were two win-
dows, and the other was locked
with the same type of catch on the
inside. The quilted Clover on Ihel
bed showed the long, slim depres-
sion of Judy's body. She had lain
quietly, waiting for death. Her
fingerprints would 1311 on the gas
valve, if I hadn't smearhcl them,
and on the inside door knob, and
the key. I moved to the door The
boll had splintered the casing, but
the key was still in the lock I got
down on my Knees, dropped a
handkerchief over the key, and
turned it The bolt slid back, and
I removed the key ft was an ordi-
nary house key with an open ring
at one end, a slender old-fashioned
key, unlike the short, Sat modern
ones.
I stood up, moved over beneath
the ceiling light, held the key in
the handkerchief and inspected it
carefully. Just a steel key, rather
dull and a little rusty. On the
inside of the ring • tiny some-
thing glinted in the light. I squint-
ed, and held the key closer, think-
ing that I needed glases. The ob-
tect was a yellow speck, a tiny
flake of something. It disappeared
when I touched It, and I cursed
softly. The laboratory boys would
scream and tear their hair at
my clumsiness. But there weren't
arty iad boys within a hundred
nules. and it probably didn't mean
anything, anyhow: lust a minute
fleck of yellow something on the
inside ring of the end of an old-
taphionect, key in the lock of a
room where a driven and remorse-
tul girl nad turned oh the gas and
waited in quiet despair for the
long sleep.
I put the key back in the lock
for the sheriff to examine, it lie
wanted to examine it, turned off
the light and stepped out into the
hall. I wok two steps toward the
stau-s before I heard the whisper
of sound behind nie. I turned, hut
far too slowly. A dazzling light
exploded behind my eyes, and thee
there was nothing, hot even black-zl 
( To 6.3 r•mitinurd
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TER LEIDGRE AND TUMN. IEUBIZAT• KIIXTUCILT
VIE
1 111MMIW
WANT
FOR SALA
4....Vo Wass.. MLrLI1 ej".1
1-Frosted and clear Was, kitchen
dixture on 10 InA_hrorm base - 3
bUlbs. 1 6 in. Itxture (same style)
Uses 1 bulb. Both for hall pri.e.
Call 1103 nights, 55 days. tt
t'OR SALE: MIN ATSENS -CL4A-7.7.
000cl as new e um) only
tew times. Call 1194. nic
FOR SALE: FUEL OIL FIEATER.
Will heat three or tour rooms
Phone 946 W 1 nine
FOR SALE: USED REt hltiEktis-
Writ. 449.50 & up. Riley d Furni-
ture & Appliances. 510 W Vain
St. Ph. 567
-
FOR SALE: - LONG CARRIAGE
Underwood typewriter. Good *Con-
dition. Priced reasonable tbr quick
sale. See H. M. Perry 01 Fri. 224
from 7:00 am. to 5:00 p in. nic
FOR SALE: GIRL'S WINTER
cost and slacks sa.e 3. Gard con..11-
lion. Call $11 W o30c
SALE :w WARM 5`tift141146
heater. Gookir as new. D. e. West.
1606 Hamilton Ave.
EVERGREINS: .In goo,' assart-
ment, of finest quality. Dug, ready
to go. AA press ;ou can af.ord to
pay. Shupe hltirseries, Sectaila,
Kentucky. o30c
SPECIAL: APARTMENT
size range-lake new $135
• t urniturc & oppl tan: es
510 W Main, Ph, 587 o29-
SEI3LER OIL SPACE HEATERS
give you wanner floor: through-
out the house Sold oily by
Urban G Starks & gar . 12th &
Poplar St. Phone 1142. 029c
TWO GO- OD NORGE WASHERS.
Look lake new, Priced to sell.
Economy Hardware. Phone 575.
ene
1014 gALl: SILVEHTONE
Wire Recorder. $20. 312 Broad
Street, Phone 18954
P014 SALE' US W ASHLN G
machine. Wringer type t.xcellerst
condition. Call 635-R or seu at 212
S llih S'reet n30 7
'
41
Wanted To Rent j
WANTED TO RENT: RLLIARLE,
permanent residence. vial., Oa rent
a modern unfurrnigied house. Ex-'
cellerrt 011. 796 or
1177M4 tic
T Wanted
WANTED: Radio and 'I etevision
Service man Salary plur comm14-
sion. Also, lire and Aute insur-
ance 'salesman. Apply Jobs Un-
limited Unemployment Agenas
31454 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.,
Telephone 28161. ark
WANTED: YOUNG MAN (PHU, •
erably rnarrier.). Must or' depend-
able. Full titre employrent. Hol-
land Drug Co. DC
SERVICES OFFERED
RID YOUlt HO.. JP fasttall1The
end wsec I Expert war I t.:S.
Hi yr re. %IT Kelley fer.
PHOTOGRAPH 1 - t ed.RTFIAll
and oornrnerc.at. Wells and Wra-
ther Studio. South Side Square,
Murray. silk
FOR RENT
FOR RENT 4 ROOM APT., HOT
Water), W.ied tjr tectr.c stove.
Katorie7Iss-Moinets. $30 a month.
South 10th. Call 1374-.1. o30c
FOR RENT: FURNISHLD APART-
client, Electrically equipped. Phone
1317. o30:
FOR RENT: 3 ROOM U NFU ft-
rushed apartment Pr:--ate en-
trance. Rent reasonable. 593 North
8th or call 914-W. n 1 e
Ni/31...31,104: AVIAliw.45-PA-RT-
merit. Separate bath. J..- 131.,•k
from oollege. On Ryan, ai.d
lucky Avenues. $$0. Phone 721
FOR RENT. SMAL I. 101
room brute with bath ton era.-
Piped in oil healer. Cat'. 964-J
ftI Pew' Today's Classifieds t)
NANCY
AUNT FRIT7I--- WILL:
YOU DRIVE ME TO
THE HALLOWEEN
PARTY TONIGHT?
-1.11. ABNER
AH $0 WANTS MALI BABY T'
HAVE A PAIR 0' SHOES, HIS
SIZE -AN' LIKEWISE EXCAPE
T1-4. HORRORS 0' SADIE
HAWKINS DAY .F.r-
AFIBIE an' SLATS
lnjil!',:;:5PCitriScqi e ntice- Fe lo 7-tu r 7,-17 11ies .fr -,-11 ...:  ,1'! an.. -
Help For The Parkinson's Patient
Few chronic diseases strike their victims with such merciless impaet
as Parkinson's disease, also known as shaking palsy. Nearly 1,000,000
Americans suffer from this ailment which deteriorates key nerve cen-
ters in the brain and, while leaving the victim in full possession of his
marital ability, subjects him to extreme physical handicaps in the tot m
of muscle rigidity-, severe ti-Cm- • 
bling and a mask-like facial
expression.
Beginning with a slight quiver,
usually in the right arm or hand,
the disease progresses until the
shaking may become so violent it
interferes with normal living.
With the trembling come periods
of muscle rigidity and stiffness
that make even walking extremely
difficult and produce the charac-
teristic shuffle of the Parkinson's
Tie almost total lack of control
makes what to the normal person
Is the simplest habit a discourag-
ing, near-impossible task •for the
person with Parkinson's disease.
Simple functions, like drinking a
glass of water, opening a door,
and dresling, become major prob-
lems. Speech too is affected. There
is a slurring and running togeth-
er of words. Facial expressions be-
come fixed; blinking is reduced.
,c cause of the deterioration of
y nerve centers is known in
cases: the virus causing
al'eeping sickness is responsible in
some instances; hardening of ar-
teries in the brain in others. Often,
however, the &nee is a mystery.
There is, enfortunatery, as yet
no cure for Parkinson's. There is
much that can be done, however, to
relieve the victim, both of the de-
bilitating symptoms, and the
crushing emotional effects of the
disease.
Many drugs are available to
ease the trembling and to relax the
stitT, ' •-•••-^1- On. of the re,,t
reeeeit, Parstdo!, ,..,s been pa.. ...1-
111iN' !Lit iv,. in t:
and rnviding scan. r . f
from the tremor as weal, Mote ..,an
87 per cent of 300 patients in test
studies were benefited by the drug,
some to a reinarkable degree.
As one might expect, massage
and heat treatment have an impor-
tant role in the treatment of shak-
ing palsy when applied carefully
and ,under a physician's super-
vision.
Recently, a new surgical tech-
nique, which involve.; cutting and
tying a small artery in the brain,
has been successful in relieving
many of the symptoms, although
it is still too soon to evaluate this
procedure.
Finally, there is much the doc-
tor is able to do to help the patient
"live with the disease," explaining
its nature, suggesting activities
and hobbies to keep the mind occu-
pied and to increase dexterity, and,
in general, bettering the patient's
outlook on life, an all important
need of the Parkinson's victim.
Even thqugh there is as yet no
cure for Parkinson's disease, it is
encouraging that medical science
has succeeded in easing the dam-
aging effects of it, both physically
and emotionally.
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Christmas treles allowen to staad
in a male of water sweeteasd wish
a Ciro ni sugar will retlia fresa-
ness many days longer.
Marshall Co.
DRIVE-IN
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
"NAVY BOUND"
with Tom Neal and
endy Waldron
PLUS
"STAR OF TEXAS"
with Wayne Morris, Rick
Vallin and James Flavin
SUNDAY and MONDAY
"GAMBLING HOUSE"
starring Victor Mature and
Terry Moore
soCimmimemminz.inimum
14111111111111111111111111111111\
A gas station out East
hired glamour girl at-
tendants w h o kiss
each customer that
says, "Fill 'er up!"
Trouble is, now the
customers just drive a-
round the block.
BILL'S ANDARD
STATION
Across From Postoffiie
LOOK. AUNT
FRITZI
NOTICE
-41Y 0-4-4-044
Please do not sweep leaves or trash onto city streets.
Also let us remind you that it is unlawful to burn leaves
or trash on city streets or right of ways.
I DON'T KNOW WHEN HIS
SO-CALLED CASE IS COMING UP
FOR TRIAL, EMMA. WHAT I DO
KNOW IS THAT WE'D BETTER.
GET THERE N
TiME -
•
Signed: CITY STREET DEPT.
By ...drnie Bushmiller
---1 PAINTED OUR
4-1EADI_IGHT5
IT'LL GIT AROUND THET HE'S
VALLER r.r- NO DOOPATCH bai
EVER GOT MARRIED UP WIF
OUT PUT T I N‘
UP A FIGHT!!
li,Breggeo
r4 140 1./ i 00.
C..', 1014 by lb.*, /140,04
44•••.4
By Al Capp
IF HE LOSES HIS
BACHELORHOOD, LET
HIM LOSE IT, LIKE
A MAN-ON SADIE
HAWK INS DAY!!
`1“...)' IS
RIGHT
MAH
OLDEST
SCOOT
VII DDER ft
T.7
.1
,
By Raaburn Van Buren 
--- I
YOU FIND ANYTHING
IN THOSE BOOKS TWAT'S
GOIN' TO MAKE THE JURY
TAKE ANY EASIER 0
ME FOR CAUSING EiiNIE
JENKS T' FRACTURE
HIS SKULL'?
ger
MAYBE _7
I'LL JUST
KEEP ON
LOOKING
UNTIL I DO,
SLATS .)
Pai.c
••••••••1111•1•••••••••••••
 "111•1111111111 
_Igrg1111111erslearnallnelltssoo-aeo 
THE LEDGER AND TINIkS, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
•
4.1.•••••••••11aim
_80-POUNDER IN DETROIT RIVER
• 
''s - t 1 11
. IMAGINE THE GlEE of Stanley Jurekyk ingeti when this 80-pound
sturgeon got on his line in 15 feet of water in the Detroit river.
Walter Ostrowski (left,. who was fishing with • him, shares his
' ple;A.sure Jurczyk used a 50-pound test line. glass casting rod and
reel The sturgeon measures 5 feot, 1 inch. (international)
SHEPPARD DEFENSE HUDDLE
DEFENSE ATTORNEYS nave • strategy huddle at trial In Cleveland
of Dr Samuel Sheppard in the beating murder of his wife Mari-
lyn From left: Fred Garmone, Arthur Petersalge, William H
Carrigan and rus father, William J. Corrigan. Iiiiternateoisoki
JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT
Tropical Fish and Plants
F R E E: 1 PAIR TROPICAL FISH
Buy Large 2-Gal. Aquarium Bowl, reg. price $1.35
3 lbs. White Sand, reg. price .30
Sea Weed and Plants, reg. price .25
Ornament, reg. price 25
Tropical Fish Food, reg. price 10
2 Black Mollies, reg. price, 85c 1.70
All For $1.99 regular $3,95
TROPICAL FISH SPECIAL!
September-October le Sale
Buy any Tropical Fish at Regular Price
And Get One (1) for lc.
• 2000 Tropical Fish, 45 Varieties •
ome to the New Home of
The Paducah Pet Shop
111 South Third Street
(Next Door South of the Peoples National Bank—
Third and Broadway)
Upon Daily 9:00 a.m. to 8 p.m.—Sunday 1 to 6 p.m.
ALL KINDS OF PETS AND DOGS —
North Fork
News
October 27, 1954
Bro. Lassiter was dinner guest
of Mr. and Mrs Eurie
dal] Sunday.
Mrs. Ella Morris ptill confined
tc her bed. Those visiting her
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Doug-
las Vandyke. Bro and Mrs. Terry
Sill and baby. Laura. Mr. and
Mrs. R. D Key, Mr. and Mrs.
°num . Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr. and son. Mr and Mrs.
Grylon Morris and in. Mr and
Mrs. Ralph Gallimore and s
Mr and Mrs. Morris Jenkins a-.cl
sons.
Warren Sykes is able to be back
at work after several weeks illness
Mr. John Paschall of Jones
is ill with a cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Tell Orr and witqs,
Mr and Mrs. Tan Orr and daue-
ter visited Mr One K uyken dad.
Saturday night
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Paschall
and am spent Surfthy with Mr.
cnd Mrs Ha-old Parish in Park..
Mr and Mrs. R. D. Key. Mr.
und Mrs. Tan Orr and daughter
visited Mr and „Mrs. Tell Orr,
Sunday night.
II,Fr and Mrs. R. D Key visited
Mr. and Mrs Warren Sykes. Sat-
urday night.
Mr and Mts. 'Oman Paschall
v.sted Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hard-
ing. Sunday night.
Ancil Wicker is visitina,
Jackson. Tenn.. over the week red
Mrs. Clara Wicker spent the
v.eek end with Mr. and Mrs.
Pardon Nance.
M7 And M.- Gallireo-e
Ruling Promised
On Licenses
Required
FRANKFORT IP —State Atty.
Gen. J. D. Bucknuin Jr. today
promised a rutin., on the coot! .1-
versial question of whether state
Icenses are required for pero.ns
fishing or hunting on private bind.
Buckman made the promise
after talking for two hours vath
a delegation from northern Kim-
tocky headed by Charles Reimer,
president of the Kenton County
Farmers Protective 9i.wociatiii
The northern Kentucky group
wants state permission to operate
lakes where fishermen pay ti fish.
and • hunting preserves where
rportsznen would pay to huir.
Seek New Interpretation •
State law so far has been inter-
preted to require a state hunting
license for rn... hunting .ar fishing
done in the state regardless of
whether the sport involved public
or private lard. or whethe: the
landowner made any char!.,,e for
use of his f.,eilities.
Reimer's group asked Buckman
to explore the queation • if yp,either
p state license would be reauired
it the private ponds or peeler\ er
were stocked with fish or rild1;fa
species which are not native to
Kentucky,
and son spent the woek end o ith
Mr and Mrs. Gaylon Morris.
Mrs Nanie Paschall spent the
eek end with Mrs. Lona Narce
Mr .L>ck Key was in Hav-I
Saturday to see Dr. Miller.
Mrs Ina Pgschall visited kit
End Mrs One Key. Sundw,.
Bro. Terry Sills, from Hardin
Baptist Church. will preiteh at
sT -"1 Fork l•-•St
LOS ANGELES SEEKS SMOG SOURCE
SMOKE RISES FROM AN Olt REFINERY in Wilmington. Calif., adding to
the choking bluish smog that has plagued the Los Angeles arts for
almost three weeks Gov Goodwin J Knight has urged 25 refineries to
shut down in a test to determine their contribution to the eye-smarting,
throat-burning condition The oil industry considers the proposal im-
practical and indications are that they will not voluntarily comply.
OFF FOR SCHOOL (PARENTS HOPE) —
WELL, THE CHILDREN Sr. starting out without sleeping hags this
time, at least, probably Is the thought of bandleader Bob Crosby
and his wife June as they see their adventuresome threesome
s'..art off to school. The boys (from left), Bob, Jr., 10, Stephen,
8, and Chris. 12, took off for the mountains the previous evening,
on an A.W.O.L. bets. A large ''posse" was organized before
they were found. ( International BoundpItato)
"
FRIDAY, oalmr.FR ?9, .,19g4
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LAST DAYS TO SHAREA&P's 95th ANNIVERSAN't
Come See
Come Save
At A & P
Frying Chickens C., Up
Fresh, iPsul-Ready
STEWING HENS lb. 35e
Tray l'itek
A&P's Usual Fine
Jonathan School Boy
Lb. Pliofilm Bag 59eAPPLES e 
Avacados 2 25cJumbo Salad Pears For
Cranberries Ape ('od 23c
Pumpkin field Grow n — I arge Size 39c
Iceberg
LETT!
Jumbo 48 Size
I-Lb Cello Bag
Each
2 Heads 25e
Oranges 2 „oz 49cJuicy Florida MA Sizei
•lifornia Red Malaga.Grapes 2 , 29c
Large Grapefruit
No. I White 
., 3 for 25c
Potatoes 10 Lb . Ba539c
Gee Gee Pop Corn ''" 2 '°-""- canA 29ccans
Regalo Pop Corn „.bize 2 Lb Pkg 25c
Jane Parker Halloween 
LAYER CAKE
8-inch size 69e
Cake Donuts Jane Parke, 4 dos park Sari Ctn.
Pumpkin Pie lint parker li-Inrh
Soiced Chiffon Cake
Potato Chios 14ne P irker , 402 19.--Ros 37c)
White Bread I in P Parker
Jane Parker
211-01 Leaf
Sias
Each
19cDoi 
39c
29c
,.„ 59c
17c
Heinz
PORK & BEANS
9 16-oz. cans 33e
HEINZ KETCHUP
HEINZ SPAGHETTI
HEINZ BABY FOOD 'trained 5
DUNCAN HINES
M&M CHOCOLATES
F Ale
—
I ',remain(
14 417 Bottles
01 ( An
49(
15(
Liar. 47,
— VOL Bottle 35,
7-01. Bag 29(
8i a
PINTO
BEANS
DRIED
5
 
lb. bag 59.e
Ground Beef Fresh Super ILigkt Lb.
AnAPPLESAUCE.
16-oz. can 15e
Peaches iAblia Wised or Halves
Agar Luncheon Meat
8 O'clock Coffee
Fresh Dates
Apple Cider
Leaf Pops
I -Lb
Desert Sweet
Bo
Indian Summer
Candy Sackers
4
-cai. cuss
12-Os C sus
95eg Lb. Bag
2 s-o.. ttss-
01-ral 45e1
75. Count
CHED-0-#IT
American Cheese Food2 lb. loaf 75e..
Cheese Slices grtt Pracemed
Borden& Cheese Sikage
Mild Cheddar thew
Swiss Cheese
Ice Cream DaSek Treat — Ail Flaw"
nit
Co
Of
of
na
er(
read
the
G
• 'h
a A'
• inc
•• ir
The
icag
hedu
te f
s ri
ake
tly
Deer
'ng
uthe
in
orgi
/ ma
Hart
ke
esto
Pr
he
t
le.
glar
ue
II Chr
29c ;
All 
45„:
19c
•
si
sites
r Ski
63c white
it
Big Top
PEANUT BUTTER
sherbert glass - 7-oz. 39c
HAWAIIAN PUNCH
spAm LUNIIIMEON MILAT
1114 Orange at Gespesde
REYNOLDS WRAP
ROMAN CLEANSER
Wil•40111 Pratt Delta
44.0s Cam
12-Os Ban
44-0s. Caa s
ti-Ft.LoU
41 17r
31€
45„
29C
29'
,
Sunburst
SWEET
MILK:
qt. ctn. "-oe V2-gal. ctn. 4
.3y,
SUNBURST
Cottage Cheese 12-°L ctn
 24c
ASNMICA1 ronsaaosr rood ansaues lee 1401
rood tores
•-•••••••--tr-
tree t
mothe
Que
the I
th oPP
York
snore
on cr
and a
time
The
smoni
beer
crack,
waste
a tur
She
at it
Avery
Her
ward
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a toy
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For
and I
three
eveni
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bin
purr!
the 1
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sale*
day
King
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